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BACEGROUHl) OF THE PROBLEM
The Problem and Method of Approach
The problem *— The purpose of this study is to find
out the problems and aooompllshments of the music super-
visors and teachers in the smaller secondary schools* In
the majority of oases in this report the term secondary
refers to grades 9 to 12 Inclusive; but wherever the upper
six grades (grades 7 to 12) are housed under one roof as
a junior-and-senior high school, then the work of the
seventh and eighth grades has been considered* Ho separate
junior high schools have been considered* The term smaller
schools includes schools with enrollments of about 100 to
350 pupils* An effort has been made to reach the music
teacher or teaching supervisor in each school, so that the
picture of the actual working conditions, against which as
a background the problems and accomplishments stand out,
might be drawn and shaded by the person who is actually
conducting the music activities* The teacher or supervisor,
working under acknowledged teaching conditions, favorable
or otherwise, is being measured inevitably by the oommonity
in his or her ability to produce acceptable educational
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results in the face of entangling obstacles, of which the
community at large, and even the school committee, may be
Ignorant or Inconsiderate. This study, therefore, reports
not only the present working music curriculum of 48 small
high schools, but also the teaching conditions and problems
as set forth by the music teachers and supervisors*
How the Information was procured *— The Information
presented here was gathered by means of a carefully composed
1/
check-list* Ninety-two schools In Massachusetts and Conn-
ecticut that had an estimated enrollment of 367 pupils or
less were Informed of the Intended study by postcard* In
reply to the postcard the principals of sixty schools In
Massachusetts and fifteen In Connecticut signified their
willingness to cooperate In the study* In each case, the
principal of the school assisted In placing the check-list
himself and passing It on to an appropriate person or by
supplying the name and address of that person to whom forth-
with an Inquiry was forwarded* Porty-elght of the replies
have been selected as criteria for this study*
Brief Review of the Literature
The value of music study*— As Introduction to
the present study, a review of selected studies In the field
of music education Is set forth In this section*
^ gee Appendix, pp*B 1 - B 14*
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Tlie yalue of maslo study throug^otit the twelve grad.es Is
generally aoknowled.ged. as a positive, though subtle, con-
tribution to the entire life of the lnd.ivid.ual — physical,
mental, and. spiritual — and for adolescent youth especially,
music serves excellently as a direct, healthy, and beautiful
emotional outlet.
Sx-Presldent Hoover in a letter to the national ttuslc
Supervisors* Conference in Cleveland, spoke thus of the
value of music:
The most universal love of music and the
frequent possession of musical talent among our
children make training in music not only valuable
from an educational standpoint, but Increases the
capacity of all to appreciate music and thereby
adds vastly to the sum of human happiness. The
self-discipline required for musical practice,
calling for painstaking care and complete accuracy,
is as Important to child development as other forms
of educational training. It has also a special
social value flowing out of the cooperative work
in orchestras, bands, and choruses. A distinct
enrichment in American life will follow from the
added devotion on the part of our boys and girls
to the beautiful art of Music.
This is only the personal opinion of one of our most
intelligent and scholarly citizens, yet those same thoughts
are re-echoed by the professloneil educators in their pro-
fessional treatises. The "special social value flowing
out of the cooperative work in orchestras, bands, and
choruses” is a most important contribution of music.
Arthur ]S. ^ard. Music Education for High Schools
rlceuii Book Company, !E^oston, itessachusexts, 1941, P* 1 .
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especially when pahllo performances take place, offering
|
as they do Inestimably yalnahle training In self-confidence
1/
and emotional poise. Arthur E* Ward, Director of Music
Education In the Public Schools of Montclair, Hew Jersey,
says In his text-book. Music Education for High Schools :
All forms of art play their part In
developing the well-rounded, poised personality.
Music, however, may rightly claim a large portion
of the credit. Music fosters friendliness, socia-
bility, understanding, and confidence. It Is
these qualities that place It so high In the
building of powerful personalities.
The Ideals and alms of the music teacher.— Because
the teacher Is the moving force In school learning-situations,
a short discussion of the Ideals and alms of the music
teacher must be reviewed.
In the first place, the early history of public school
music teaching has been that of a stilted and technical
approach to music reading with little or no time devoted
to the cheerful studying of, or even listening to. Inspiring
folk music and the works of great masters. From 1837, when
Lowell Mason and Greorge Webb started the first fozmal school
of music teaching In Boston, until the beginning of the
twentieth century, public school music emphasized note-read-
ing by syllables and used song material consisting almost
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exoluslvely of hymns, haxnonlzed folk songs, and uninspiring
part songs of little masloal yalne« Occasionally, In the
larger cities and smslo centers, large high school choruses,
encouraged hy a well-organized and directed school music pro-
gram and muslc-lovlng public, would put on excellent per-
formances of cantatas like Sounod*s "Grallla" and even Handel’s
”Me8Slah".
Today, however, through the Influence of many great
musicians and teachers who have entered the school music
field, a new philosophy of education has developed, which
Is gradually permeating the public school systems even to
the remote rural sections of our country* Today, the child's
contacts with music start practically at the cradle* Tip to
the third grade he leaxns by rote the loveliest folk songs
of all nations and he listens to the haxmonlous playing
of Instruments* He takes exciting parts In children's
operettas and toy symphonies, and he finds the frequently-
recurring music period a joyful opportunity for self-
expression* At the third grade he Is gradually and pleasant-
ly Introduced to note-reading and later, to part-slnglng,
all with a minimum amount of odious drill* He thrills to
his personal experiences In simple harmonization and listens
Intently to harmonized music performed by others* Throu^
his music study of Instruments, composers, and the music of
other nations and periods, he leains a great deal about
(Cl
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hlstoiy, geography, solenoe, and the works of great men.
The Ideals and aims of the nmslo teacher of today are
well expressed in the Introduction to the textbook. The
Teaching and Administration of ^gh School Music , by Peter
W* Pykema and Earl W* G^hrkens*
The music teacher • • • must come to realize
that music is taught for what it can contribute
to the child rather than for what the child can
contribute to music* So it is not merely 'public
school music* that we are advocating, nor even
—
to adopt the broader terms— 'school music' or
'music education** It is 'education through music'—
to borrow the title of Charles Hubert l^msworth's
epoch-making book; it is music at the center of
human life; music that changes life, changes the
child so that he still remains changed when he has
become a man, music that awakens in each individual
a craving for artistic expression and provides him
with a t^e of experience that satisfies this craving;
music that makes the individual more friendly, more
capable of working harmoniously with others, that
causes him to listen to the effect of the whole and
to subordinate his own egoistic desires to the total
ensemble; music that is so genuine, so thoroughly
fine that because of its beauty and purity it
reaches down deep into the soxd; music that lifts
the individual human being above the humdrom of
dally life, soothing him when the pain of existence
would otherwise be too Intense, and, at other times,
affording a medium of expressing his joy at being
alive; — it is this kind of 'education through
music', this kind of music as a part of normal
living, that we advocate— in school, in home, in
church, in community*
E Jeter W* bykema and Zarl W* Grehrkens, The TeacMng andministration of High School Music, C*C* Jlrchard and
Company, B08ton7~^ssachuseti;s, 1941, p* xxlv*
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Publlo opinion oonoenalng maslo education *
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of Teachers College, Colnmibia University, offers:
Instead of asking what onr alms should be.
It Is so maoh better to ask What the public wants
and hopes of ns ^mnslo ednoators_7 * what wishes
It has been led to entertain, clearly or dimly,
explicitly or vagnely* If we can make even a
good gness at this, we have a commission with
some steam and urgency about It.
Professor Marsell*s analysis of public opinion In
regard to music education resolves Itself Into the follow-
ing six hopes and wishes: (1) that through music study the
children may acquire ”a feeling for Ideal values and for
the uplifting power and message of beauty"; (2) "that
for many of them It ^rauslc_7 constitute Itself as
an Independent and continuing Interest, and so an agency
i/
for personal growth and self-fulfillment"; (3) "that by
engaging the activities and energies and requiring the
serious endeavors of the pupils, music may provide effective
and contractive discipline, freely sought and self-im-
posed"; (4) that In the promulgation of the Ideals of
democracy among our youth, "music may be an agency for
democratic living by providing rich and significant ex-
perlences and activities In which all may share"; (5)
James II* kursell. Music in Merlcan Schools , Silver,
Surdett Company, ITew York, I?4^, p« 36*
^ iiii* » P* ^ Ibld>, pp. 20-23,
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8that we may "provide yoxing people with a means of recreation
1/
which can last throughout their lives"; (6) that it
^imisic_j7 ®ay lead to the discovery of talent."
The fulfillment of these hopes and wishes mahes up an
educationally vital set of alms, a platform upon which the
music educators can confidently plant both feet and can he
assured that a music curriculum, wisely administered, can
independently attain these goals, and when properly corre-
lated with the other academic courses, will effect a well-
rounded, Integrated secondary-school education.
The point of view of the general educational experts .
—
Music contributes valuable experiences in democratic social
living, especially in the secondary schools. General courses
in music, open to all pupils and offering direct listening
contacts with the best in musical art as well as cooperative
singing and playing activities, afford a form of group liv-
ing that cannot be paralleled in the formal academic subjects.
In discussing the implications of democracy in our secondary
3/
schools, Professor Roy 0. Billett of Boston TTnlrerslty
states:
One of the most Important factors in the
education of any pupil is the school group of
which he is a member and the number and kind
1/ Mursell, op. Pit . , p# 26.
1/ » P« 28.
3/ Roy 0. Billett, Pundament^s of Secondary-S^ool Teaching-
with Emphasis on the tJnlt toetliod
.
Houghton Mitflin~Company,
}3oston, MassacEusetis, 1940, p. 38
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of oooperations and aseoolatlons which he mast
mahe as a member of his group • In preparing pupils
for Intelligent participation In a democracy, no
formal educational measures can provide a substitute
for participation In the group life of a school
organized and conducted along democratic lines.
So far as possible the school should be a miniature
society like the democracy In which the pupils are
later to participate. • • • through the dally inter-
action under one roof, all types of pupils would
learn to understand, to appreciate, and to work
with one another.
The recognition of Individual differences and the
measurements of musleallty.— Music administers to indi-
vidual differences In the group teaching by attracting and
selecting those Individuals who are peculiarly able and
gifted. The Ideal of the secondary school In a democratic
society Is to give every individual an opportunity to make
the most of his general ability and his special aptitudes.
1/
Professor Blllett defines this Ideal as follows:
Unlike the selective secondary school of
a departing day, the comprehensive secondary
school toward which America tends makes no pre-
tense of preparing all its pupils for the white-
collar classes. It alms to perform more effective-
ly than the selective secondary school ever did
all the desirable functions of the selective
secondary school, but It alma to do much more
than the selective secondary school ever attempted. .
A truly comprehensive secondary school will
not neglect In any way the able and the gifted.
On the contrary, it will give all youth an oppor-
tunity to make the most of their natural talents
and abilities. It will help all youth to become
effective citizens; to discover the life work In
which they are likely to be most successful and
happy, and to be able to make a successful begin-
ning In that work, to learn to understand, to
1/ Blllett, op# olt . , pp. 38 and 40.
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appreciate, and to participate intelligently in
the physical and social environment in which they
live; to loam how to use increased loisure in
making life happier and more complete.
The problem of measuring musicality is proving to he
an intricate and puzzling experience to many capable psy-
chologists who have devoted most of their experiments to
the study of musical talent and achievement. For the past
thirty years the work has moved along three lines; first,
the measurement of musical capacities or aptitudes; second,
the measurement of achievement in perception throu^ hear-
ing, skill in reading, and ability to perform; and third,
the knowledge about music including the understanding of
symbols, memory of melodic motifs, and information con-
cerning music history and literature. Outstanding in the
first and most scientifically objective approach are the
tests devised by Carl B. Seashore of the State University
of Iowa. These tests measure such factors as pitch dis-
crimination, variations in intensity or loudness, time
discriminations, consonance, tonal memory, and rhythm.
The tests, completed in 1939 with the help of Don Lewis
and Joseph C* Saetvltt, are wholly aural with a simple
notation system furnished the pupil for recording his
reactions. The test is comprised of two series of three
IS-inch Victor phonograph records each. One series is
prepared for the general survey of unseleoted groups or
. 1^ j. \ ts fvOt ;
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classes of pupils; the other is designed for the testing of
musicians and prospective students of music. The tones
heard on these records are mechanically produced, as, for
instance,in the test for tone quality where the variations
in timbre are produced by adding various overtones to a
given basic tone.
Dr* Jacob EWalwasser and Dr* Peter W* Dykema devised
a test similar to Dr* Seashore's, usually called the Z-D
tests* Here again Victor records are used, but the notes
heard are actually played on different musical instruments.
The Z-D tests also incorporate sections that deal with
tonal movement, or resolution, musical taste, and an in-
teresting paper on tonal imagery of rhythm and of pitch
that measures the pupil's power to discern whether what he
hears is properly written out in the music notation printed
on the desk sheet* This last item acts as an indirect meas<
ure of the pupil's reading ability in music. The Z-D tests
are not so long nor so exacting as the Seashore battery and
are probably more interesting to a pupil for a quick super-
ficial survey*
A precautionary word on prognostications based on
1/
such testing is offered by James H* Mursell of Teachers
College, Colimbia University, when he says in his critical
\J James H. Mursell, The Psyoholofiy of ^sic , W*W* Horton,
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treatise, IPlie P8yoholog7 of Masle :
Msmy different capacities are involved in
dealing with nmsic, and these may be combined in
many ways. For instance, high ability to perform
may be associated with a lack of masical memozy.
Productive and receptive musicality may differ.
Musicality has both an intellectual and an emotional
side, and an individual highly endowed in respect
of one may be defective in respect of the other.
Moreover, the structuzal elaboration of aural
material involves both tonal and rhythmic rela-
tionships, and a person may be highly efficient
in one but not in the other. Once again, different
types of musical activity demand different patterns
of ability.
Dr* Elwalwasser comes out with the following statement
in his report on "The Composition of Music Ability” in the
Thirty-fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education ; ”We must conclude that general intelligence
is a poor indication of musicianship and that musicianship
cannot predict general intelligence*” He is referring to
the sets of statistical studies that were held in an effort
to prove that "distinctive musical ability is a manifestation
of a general high level of all-round ability." A correlation
was established first between the Army Alpha Tests and the
Seashore Measures of Musical Talent. The correlations run
as follows:
-f- *35 for pitch
4* *24 for intensity
'U ^acol) fiwalwasser, "The Composition of Music Ability,"
^e Thirty-fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Educatron
.
Part iTT Public School Publishing
Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1936, p* 39*
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Then a correlation was established between the Iowa
Qaalliying Examinations and the Seashore measures with the
1/
following results;
4*01 to .05 for pitch
f#02 to *11 for intensity
-08 to4*07 for memory
In 7lew of these figures Dr# Seashore admits that:
above the level of intelligence required to under-
stand and execute the directions of the tests,
(mental age of about 10 years), performance in
pitch discrimination, perception of intensity,
perception of consonance, and tonal memory are
not symptomatic of intellectual endowment.
Dr# Elwalwasser made the second set of similar com-
parisons between the Thurstone Psychological Examinations
for High School and College Freshmen and the Ewalwasser-
Dyhema Music Tests and found the correlation to be -#03.
1/
Apropos of this figure. Dr# Ewalwasser says:
Those taking these tests were future teachers of
music enrolled in a fine-arts college# We find
higher correlation coefficients when we compare
scores of music talent and music achievement, but
the correlation coefficients are dlscouraglngly
low between music capacity tests and general in-
telligence#
1/ EWalwasser. op# oit #. p# 39








































































Another Interesting experiment hy Dr* Kwalwasser,
though not so Important, was the comparison of boys and
girls to the number of more than 5,000 children In repre-
sentative sohool systems as to sex differences in music
test scores* Here, using the Hwalwasser-Dyhema Bislc Tests,
he found that in general girls earned higher scores than
boys, but he maintains that the factor of interest enters
into this experiment and ”lf boys in our American schools
have a condescending attitude toward music it is unlikely
that they will do their best on these tests*”
In the chapter on ^Educative Growth” in gundamentals
of Secondary-School Teaching by Professor Roy 0* Billett
of Boston University, the necessities of general testing
and the values of music testing are neatly summed up in
1/
the following quotations:
The teacher's problem is to help the pupil,
so far as his aptitudes will permit, to develop
desirable abilities, desirably integrated* This
mecms that the teacher should know, as accurately
as possible, each pupil's aptitudes for develop-
ment along academic, mechanical, musical, graphic,
physical, and social lines* Some of these apti-
tudes can be estimated for scores made on available
tests; other aptitudes must be estimated by means
of careful observation of the pupil's behavior and
achievements* But in estimating a pupil's aptitudes,
whether by tests or observation, proper allowances
must be made for significant differences in the
opportunities for experience which the pupils tested
or observed have had. • • *
1/ ^alwasser, op* cit *
,
p* 40*
^ Roy 0* Billett, Pund^entals of Seoondary-S^ool Teaching-
with Emphasis on the Unit Method
.
Houghion,Mifflin Company,
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Properly used, approximate estimates or measures
of the pupil's various abilities and corresponding
aptitudes are Invaluable both as guides to the
general type of experience which the pupil needs,
and as rough Indications of the rate of growth
which he may be expected to make as a result of
his experiences. In other words, such estimates
and measures are Invaluable to the teacher who
would properly differentiate classroom work In
either academic or non-academic courses. ...
Experience Is a smaller factor In the re-
sults obtained from some tests than In the re-
sults obtained from other tests. In other words,
some teats come closer than others to measuring
the fonotlonlng structure (or aptitude) concerned
In the development of the ability. In this respect,
present tests of any non-academic ability are
likely to be less Influenced by experience than
tests of academic ability. Consider, for example,
the Seashore Measures of Musical falent. These
tests of (1) sense of pitch, (S) sense of time,
(3) sense of Intensity, (4) sense of rhythm, (5)
sense of consonance, and (6) musical memory measure
structures Influenced and Influenceable In a com-
paratively slight degree by experience. Compara-
tively little consideration needs to be given to
the pupil's opportunities for experience In the
field of music. In estimating from such tests
either his general aptitude for music or his apti-
tude for specialization within the field of music.
For Instance, It Is almost certain that the pupil
who proves In the tests to have good sense of time,
rhythm, and Intensity may succeed with drums or
other percussion Instruments, even though he Is
deficient In sense of pitch; and the pupil who
lacks a good sense of consonance will not succeed
as a pianist or harpist no matter how excellent his
abilities, as measured by the other tests, may be.
So nearly do these tests measure functioning struc-
tures that scores made by finished musicians are
comparable with scores made by children, without
groat allowances for experience. However, the
pupil who possesses In high degree all of the rela-
tively specific aptitudes measured by the Seashore
Tests still may achieve relatively little In music
because he Is subnormal from the standpoint of
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researches of Seashore and those associated with
him show conclusively that pupils of a given musical
aptitude, as revealed hy the Seashore Tests, will
vary In actual musical achievement according to the
varying degrees of general mental ability which they
possess* In general, for a given musical aptitude,
the higher the general mental ability, the greater
the musical achievement*
In his Psychology of Music , Dr* Marsell reviews and
criticizes attempted studies of the problem of racial dif-
ferences In musical-mental equipment* Basing their meas-
urements upon the Seashore Tests, several experimenters
have reported their findings* Among them Dr* MurselT lists;
(1) Z* Lenolre, "Baolal Differences In Certain Mental and
Educational Abilities”, ( thesis. University of Iowa, Iowa
City, 1925 — using Uegro and white fifth grade pupils In
the schools of Gary, Indiana;) (2) Joseph Peterson and
lyle H* Lamer, "Studies in Comparative Abilities of Whites
and Uegroes", Mental Measurement Monographs
, lumber 5, 1929;
(3) T*R. Garth and S.R* Isbell, "The Musical Talent of
Indians", Music Supervisors * Journal
, 1929, Volume 15,
pp* 83, 85-87; (4) Raymond Willis Porter, A Study of the
Musical Talent of the Chinese Attending Public Schools In
Chicago
, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois;
(5) Z* Seward, "Jewish Musicallty In America", Journal
of Applied Psychology
, 1933, Volume 17, pp* 675-712; and
l/ James 1* Mursell, Psychology of Music
,
W*W. Uorton and
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(6) H.E. Sanderson, "Differences In Musical Ability in
Children of Different National and Racial Origin,” Journal
of (^netio Psychology , 1933, Volume 4S, pp. 100-120. Even
this small sampling indicated the general trend of all find-
1/
ings, which is negative. However, Dr* Mursell lashed out
against these studies in particular and erroneous popular
notions in general with the following words:
In particular, the essential factor of racial
purity was not given adequate consideration in any
of them. It is, for instance, the case with Seward’s
study of Jewish musicality and Sanderson’s report on
a number of alleged ethnic groups. Obviously tmless
we are definitely sure of the degree of blood inter-
mixture in the group with which we are dealing, the
obtained differences mean absolutely nothing so far
as racial characteristics are concerned. We have
here one of the most difficult technical problems
of race psychology, and it has been shown that such
superficial criteria as shin color and physiognomic
character are extremely unreliable. Furthermore, we
are confronted with the problem of sampling. A group
of Negroes in a public school system may represent an
entirely different segment of the race from an equally
large group of whites, and the same holds true of all
other ethnic groups. And lastly, when a test standard-
ized for a given ethnic group— say for white children
of American parentage— is applied to another group,
there may be no valid basis for comparison. It has
been abundantly shown that this is the ease with
intelligence tests, for the whole meaning of a problem
may be different with a white, a Negro, a Chinese, and
an Indian child. Competent workers in the field of
racial psychology have become well aware of these dif-
ficulties which completely invalidate many of the
eajrller results once confidently accepted, and many
nafve generalizations about race differences have been
repudiated as a result.
1/ Mursell, op. Pit . , p. 341.
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In the light of and in spite of all these activities
that have been going on and are still going on in the field
;
1/
of imiBic psychology and measurements, Br« Seashore warns
his colleagues in research as well as all guidance counsellors
supervisors, and teachers who may bo called upon for advice,
to remember that:
We may classify professional musicians
as composer, conductor, performer, and teacher*
Each of those types has its very distinctive
battery of requirements of the musical organism*
To make reasonable individual predictions of
success in one of these fields for more extensive
data (than those furnished by talent tests) must
bo available. The talent required for each of
these four groups is radically different; the
necessary education is different; the resultant
personality is radically different* • • • It is,
therefore, clear that musical talent is not one
thing; musical education is not one thing; and
the effective functioning of music in the life
of the people is not one thing*
The music problem in the smaller communities*— As
indicated in the beginning of this chapter, this survey
alms to give a graphic picture of the music education
offered in rural Bew England communities by the smaller
high schools, where teaching facilities may be limited by
lack of community interest, or insufficient funds, or an
embarrassingly inadequate number of pupils with sufficient
interest and talent to form workable group; activities in
music*
1/ C.B. Seaj^ore, "The Psychology of Music,V* Measurement
of Musical Talent: The Eastman Experiment," Music Educators
Journal
.
December, 1936, Volume 23, Dumber 3, p* 2FI
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Of course, the availahility of Inspiring radio programs
and excellent recordings has become universal and has made
it possible for everybody to listen to musical programs of
the finest sort; but in small towns and their high schools
it is often only through the combined efforts of music-
minded individuals, enthusiastic and persistent, that a
beginning is made in a simple music curriculum in the school.
The tabulated data in the following chapter will portray the
status of music activities in the smaller high schools and
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RESULTS PROM THE IHQUIRy PORM
Classlflcation of Schools
Htunijer of schools *— In this chapter, 48 replies
are tahnlated and discussed* The names of the towns par-
ticipating are listed in the Appendix*
Listing of schools*— On page A 1 of the Appendix,
33 schools are recorded in a graduated list according to
the enrollments of the high school grades* Many schools
that were classified as set up on the 6-3-3 or 6-6 systems
were ohserved as proceeding on the 6-2-4 basis as far as
the administration of music curriculum was concerned; that
is, the seventh and eighth grades made up one working music
group, and grades nine to twelve made up the other group,
the ninth grade fitting in better with the older pupils
than with the younger* Therefore, for the sake of con-
venience in listing, all are included in the 6-2-4 list
with their enrollments based on the number of pupils in
the four upper classes*
Six schools working on a 6-3-3 basis are listed ac-
cording to the enrollment of grades 10-12 inclusive; also,
nine schools of the 8-4 system, covering only grades 9-12,
-20-
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are similarly listed aooordlng to enrollments. These lists
appear on page A S of the Appendix.
CtirrioTila of Applied and Theoretical Maslo
Offered in 48 Schools
Popularity of the general-maslo courses .— By the word
general we mean a music course that Is open to all pupils
regardless of the talent they have. The general music course
Is designed to Include general singing, music history, and
form for the sake of orientation for future enhanced appre-
ciation of music from the point of view of the layman. All
adults who seek recreation In the concert halls, theaters,
or at home with the radio and television are laymen con-
sumers of whatever ihusic they listen to, unless they have
developed a natural music talent hy special training and
have become connoisseurs of the art or professional musi-
cians. The general mixed chorus, a general course in
applied music that should he offered in eveiry school, is.
In like manner, ^ust what the name implies, a music activ-
ity open to all who enjoy and can take part In general
singing. Interest In music activities and a desire to
contact music experiences are the only requirements for
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Table 1* Utunbers and Percentages of Schools Offering a
General Music Course at Specified Grade Levels
Grade
Levels






The grade-groupings 7-8 and 9-12 belong to the 6-2-4
system and the groupings 7-9 and 10-12 to the 6-3-3 system.
The fact that 70 per cent of grades 7-8 and only 17 per cent
of grades 9-12 offer the general music course indicates that
so far a general music course has been promoted only in the
junior-high grades, and that from grades nine upwards too
little opportunity is offered high-school pupils to take
part in a general music orientation course. The 6-3-3
system, represented by six schools out of the 48 studied,
shows up very poorly on this score even in the junior-high
grades, and in grades 10-12 it offers nothing in the way of
the general music course. In this study 39 schools from
the 6-2-4 and 6-3-3 systems have reported the activities
of the junior-high school grades, and at this grade level
the general music course appears in roughly 62 per cent of
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schools that offer the general masic course at the senior-
hlgh-school grade level make up only 14*6 per cent of the
schools studied.
Table 2# Comparative Percentages of the Pupils Enrolled
In the General Music Course at Specified Grade
Levels









The purpose of Table 2 Is to point out how many of
the pupils are enrolled In the general music course In
the schools that offer such a course, and then to observe
how few of all the pupils enrolled In all the schools stud-
ied are participating In the experiences offered In this
basic course. The 92 average per cent enrollment In the
general music course In 23 schools In grades seven to
eight and the 66 per cent enrollment In grades nine to
twelve reveal that In the schools where the general music
course Is offered, the pupil enrollment Is fairly good.
Even with the poorer showing In the 6-3-3 system, the
rough average per cent of enrollment In the Junior-high-
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school grades Is 65 per cent and in the senior-hlgh-school
grades is 33 per cent. When, however, we consider the total
pupil enrollment in all the schools studied, we find that
only 46 per cent of the pupils at the Junior-hlgh-sohool
grade level and barely 10 per cent at the senior-high-school
grade level are enrolled in the general music course.
Table 3, I^umbers and Percentages of Schools Offering a
General Mixed Chorus at Specified Grade levels
Grade Schools Offering General Mixed Chorus





If we compare Table 3 with Table 1, it is obvious
that the general mixed chorus is somewhat more popular
at the senior-high-school level than the general music
course is. Again considering the 39 schools reporting
the junior-hlgh-school level, we find that 44 per cent
of them are offering the general mixed chorus; and that
at the senior-high-school grade level, 77 per cent of the
48 schools reporting are offering such a course.
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Table 4# Comparative Percentages of the Pupils Enrolled
in the General Mixed Chorus at Specified Grade
Levels








10-12 37 ' 6
In comparing Table 4 with Table 2 we find that the
percentages are much more encouraging. In the 6-2-4 system
at grade 7-8 level, 14 schools have an average of 81 per
cent enrollment In the general mixed chorus, and In the
6-3-3 system at grade 7-9 level, three schools have an
average of 73 per cent enrollment. Combining these we
find that roughly only 35 per cent of the junior-high^sohool
pupils are singing in a general mixed chorus. Of course,
the fact that In 77 per cent of these schools the general
music course is listed as a required course In grades seven
and eight should swell the enrollment figures, but the 35
per cent over-all average enrollment for the general mixed
chorus and the 45 per cent over-all average enrollment for
1/
the general music course each at the junlor-hi^-grade level
are deplorably low.
1/ See page 2^.

In the senior-high-school grades, where the nnisic
conrses are wholly elective, the enrollment percentages
drop off. At the grade 9-12 level in 29 schools, 48 per
cent of the pupils were enrolled in the general chorus,
and at the grade 10-12 level in the 6-3-3 system, only one
school out of six reported a general mixed chorus. This
chorus had an estimated 37 per cent of the school enrolled.
Considering the total pupil enrollment in the 48 schools
we find that roughly only 30 per cent of the pupils in the
combined systems at the senior-high-school level are par-
ticipating in this general applied music course.
This 30 per cent over-all average enrollment for the
general mixed chorus at the senlor-hlgh-school grade level
1/
and the 10 per cent for the general music course are in-
dicative that high-school administrators are not promoting
the general music courses. Such courses would serve to
Inform their pupils and prepare them to become Intelligent
"consumers" of the art, if not "manufacturers? To the vast
majority of pupils this general music orientation would
prove to be most gratifying in later years of radio and
television listening and in the frequenting of theaters and
concert halls. The prevalence of selective glee clubs,
bands, and orchestras in the senior-high-school grades does
provide some interesting and varied music activities for the
1/ See p. 23
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talented and partially trained pupils, but the throng of
untrained pupils should not bo disregarded. Whether those
two basic general music courses should bo rated as required
studies, at the junior-high-sohool level especially, may bo
j
debatable, but they should bo offered in every school and
scheduled in such a way that all pupils can participate.
We notice also from the reports submitted that six
schools out of the 48 observed offer both the general listen-
ing course and the general singing course in the junior-high-
school grades, while other schools offer only one course or
the other. Pour schools offer neither.
Table 5* Average Minutes per Week Allotted to the
General Music Courses





Elective versus required .— The 24 schools offering
the general music course at any grade level allotted an
average of 77 minutes per week to it. With only one ex-
ception, the course was listed as required at the junior-
high-school grade level, and at the senior-high-school
grade level, it was 100 per cent elective.
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The 38 schools offering the general mixed chorus at |i
!i
any grade level allotted an average of 61 minutes per week
j|
to it. With four exceptions, the general mixed chorus was |i
listed as required (79 per cent) at the junior-high-school ^
il
grade level, and at the senior-hlgh-school grade level it I
was 100 per cent elective.
Credit allottment toward graduation,— Every school
that offers the general music course in the senior-high-
school grades offers definite credit toward graduation for
participation in the course. The same holds true for the
general mixed chorus. In four schools included in Tables
3,4, and 5, the members of grade 12 are required to take
chorus without credit given for graduation. In two schools
not Included in Tables 3,4, and 5, the members of the sen-
ior class were the only pupils who had mixed chorus singing
at the senior-high-Bchool grade level, and they were re-
quired to attend chorus without credit given toward gradu-
ation, This unusual arrangement is due probably to the
fact that chorus singing by the graduating class in these
few schools is a feature of the commencement programs.
Partial explanation offered by the teachers for the
present status of the general music course and chorus ,
—
low let us look at the reasons offered by the teachers as
a definite explanation of the lack of a general music ori-
entation course at the junior-high-school level in 38 per
cent of the schools observed and in 98,5 per cent at the

29
senior-high-Bchool level. On the check-list, opportunity
was provided for the teachers to indicate their preferences,
problems, and obstacles. In more than half the cases, the
answers were carelessly Indicated and, therefore, are of
questionable value; but the following replies are undoubtedly
accurate and throw direct light on the music problems in
the schools, especially in grades seven and eight where
music serves so adequately as an emotional outlet and should
be particularly promoted. Eighteen of the teachers indicated
that the obstacle to a general music course was lack of
time at the disposal of the instructor, probably because
of scheduling; and ten teachers said that the pupils lacked
time - an answer directly oontributable to scheduling.
Seven teachers answered that the problem of audio-visual
aids necessary to such a course was an obstacle. Ten teach-
ers indicated that the lack of a suitable room in which to
carry on such a course was a very deterring factor. Five
teachers mentioned the lack of sufficient budgetary appro-
priations. Only three mentioned disciplinary difficulties
as a factor.
Such reasons, together with the fact that fifteen of
the teachers who do not now offer a general music course,
indicate that they approve of such a course and hope to
Install such a course sometime in the future - all point out
1/ See Appendix, pp. B2-B4.
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that the musio teachers are willing and anxious to develop
the music curriculum and extend it as far as scheduling,
appointments of the school building, and financial appro-
priations will allow. Just how school administrators and
school committees feel about these music problems can not
be estimated here, but theirs must be the first move to
open the way to expansion*
In a subsequent discussion of physical conditions under
;
which the music teachers and supervisors work, the problems I
affecting expansion of the music program will be further I
discussed.
|
Humber and percentage of schools offering theoretical
j
courses in the senior-high-school grades .— It is interest- i
ing to observe that fifteen schools out of the 48 or 31 .3 I
per cent include theoretical courses in music, such as,
j
history and appreciation, and harmony. Four schools out
of those fifteen offer both courses, and the other eleven
offer one or the other.
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Qalte naturally harmony would he less frequently offered
than the broader, more Informative hlstoiy and appreciation
course even in the larger, urban school systems, harmony
and music writing being of interest not so much to the lie-
|
i
tenlng public as to the trained performer and future con-
noisseur and professional musician.
I
To those who are Interested in the promotion of music
in the public schools, it is gratifying to observe that all
but one school treat these theoretical music courses on a
par with academic subjects, such as, English, mathematics,
1
or history, and award them definite credit toward graduation. !
Certainly, a properly conducted course in history of music
or harmony would require as much study and home-work as any
other academic subject and should, therefore, receive like
credit toward a diploma.
Applied music lessons in voice €tnd instroments .— From
grades seven to twelve, nineteen schools or 40 per cent of
the 48, offer lessons in voice culture or on instruments.
The following table shows the range and popularity of the
instrumental teaching.
Table 7. Variety and Popularity of the Voice and
Instrumental Teaching
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The poptilarlty of the violin and the percussion,
woodwind, and ‘brass instroments oontri'bntes to the success
of school orchestras and bands. The wind Instroments are
obviously preferred, woodwind and brass lessons being offered
in a third of the schools.
In connection with instrumental teaching the problem
arises as to whether the schools should own and furnish
instruments to encourage more pupils to learn to play, so
that they may Join orchestras and bands. The use of school-
owned Instruments eliminates for the pupil the usual initial
expense of purchasing an Instrument. With most pupils the
first dozen lessons are considered as an experiment to de-
termine the pupil’s ability and real interest in playing.
If the experiment la a success and the pupil is using a
loaned Instrument, he usually takes steps to purchase one
of his own. Thus, very often school may act as helpful
purchasing agents for their pupils and buy and sell according
to the demand.
In order to Improve their bands, one school reported
the existence of a fund through which students might buy
instruments and pay fifty-cents a week. To encourage pupils
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to tcike up less popular instruments, such as, string bass,
cello, viola, tuba, French horn, and the large drams, some
schools have found it advantageous to own such instruments
for use in their bands and orchestras.
1/
On the check-list, the teachers and supervisors were
requested to state the number of school-owned instruments
available for pupils. Their replies reveal that 30 schools,
or 63 per cent of the 48 schools studied, own anywhere from
one to forty instruments, an average of 14 instruments to
a school. Such an average is a good showing for small high
schools.
The supervisors of the 37 per cent of schools that do
not furnish instruments for teaching and band and orchestra
playing, or those who do so to a very limited degree, were
y
given
€m opportunity to state whether they thought it ex-
pedient for schools to furnish instruments to encourage the
pupils to learn to participate in bands and in orchestras.
Twelve replied in the affinnative; one said no. In spite
of their approval of school-owned instruments, the twelve
supervisors gave the following reason for not furnishing
instruments; namely, lack of a budgetary allottment to
cover such items. Three wryly admitted that unfortunate
previous experience in loaning school-owned instruments
\J See Appendix, p. B 6.
^ See Appendix, p. B 7.
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had forced discontinuance of the practice. In schools where
lessons were not offered on hand and orchestral Instruments
or in oases where no instrumental playing activities at all
were functioning in the school, five supervisors gave the
reason that they had insufficient time at their disposal
for the promotion of instrumental playing; and four super-
visors flatly stated that in their particular localities
the pupils showed Interest in singing and in piano playing,
but no Interest in band and orchestral instruments.
Credit, however, for Instrumental lessons in the
senlor-high-school grades is sparingly allowed.
Table 8. ITumber and Per Cent of Schools Allowing Credit
towards Graduation for Instrumental lessons
Conditions Schools Offering Instrumental Lessons
Humber Per Cent
With credit 6 31
Without
credit 13 69
Two schools included in the 31 per cent allowed credit
for lessons taken privately outside of school with an ac-
credited Instructor. The successful completion of a course
of lessons in any instrument requires as much - if not more -
time and application in the acquiring of the necessary skill
to perform acceptably as any other school subject requires;
hence, it seems reasonable that full recognition of voice
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and instrumental study should he granted music pupils who,
upon examination, show acceptable progress.
Music Clubs
Yocal clubs versus the general music courses .— In
our discussion of the general music course and general mixed
chorus we have pointed out that sixteen schools out of the
forty-eight do not offer any general music course open to
all students. All but one of these do offer, however,
glee club activities. The sixteenth school offers no vocal
activities whatever in the senior grades, only orchestra.
The term glee club implies selectivity and limitations
of membership and therein may exclude those who seek music
contacts but who fail in competition. Here the recognition
of individual differences tends to close a door to the un-
lucky pupils rather than to open one. Even though the
music educator knows that the selection of the best talent
available is essential to artistic music productions, he
hopes to reach all the pupils with some form of music ex-
perience; hence, the general music courses should be of-
fered first, and then the more selected groups formed.
The variety and distribution of vocal clubs .— The
glee clubs fall into four categories in this study, namely;
the girls’ glee club, the boys’ glee club, the mixed glee
club, and the smaller special choral groups. The check-list
,
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reports disclose that 37 schools otit of 48 or 77 per cent
of the 48 schools, have glee cluh activities*
Table 9. The Distribution of Yocal Clubs Offered
by 37 Schools
Humber of
Yocal Schools Offering Yocal Clubs
Clubs in





Uearly half of the schools offer two vocal clubs.
Out of the 16 schools offering two vocal clubs, 15 schools
offer each - a girls* glee club and a boys* glee club. Two
of these schools, however, report frankly that because of
sports activities among the boys, especially during the
basketball season, regular meetings of the boys* glee
clubs have to be abandoned. One of the 16 schools offering
the two vocal clubs has a girls* glee club and a mixed glee
club.
The veiy fact that out of 37 schools, 16 schools main-
tain the two glee clubs just described and that seven more
schools maintain each three selected vocal groups is a
compliment to the courage, persistence, and organizing
ability of the music supervisor and school administrators,
because in the small schools the talented pupils are likely
to take part in many diversified activities, such as music.
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sports, dramatics, public speaking, and social committees.
Competition, therefore, for their time and their active In-
terests Is very keen, and a fair scheduling of their activ-
ities Is a difficult problem. In a school, however, where
the administrators recognize and appreciate the value of
music activities, and where the music teacher or supervisor
cooperates with his or her colleagues In scheduling the
various activities, a remarkable amount of training, pleas-
ure, and accomplishment can be derived from a diversified
and complicated school schedule.
Of 14 schools reporting only one ^ee club activity,
eight of the 14 have a girls’ glee club and the other six
have mixed glee clubs.
There are only three schools that have small special
choral groups: one Is a mixed group of 16 voices; another
Is an advanced choir of 20 voices chosen from grades eleven
and twelve; and the third Is a boys' double quartet. These
three schools offer each a girls' glee club and a boys' glee
club, but no mixed glee club. It Is very gratifying to
observe that 22 of the 48 schools, or 46 per cent, have both
a girls' glee club and a boys' glee club.
Table 10 shows the average number of minutes allotted
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Table 10. Average Mlnates per Week Allotted to
Specified Vocal Groups in 37 Schools
Vocal Groups Average Minutes per Week
Girls* Glee Club 54
Boys* Glee Club 55





Time allotment .— The average time allotment per week
based on the reports of the 37 schools that foster glee club
activities is 50 minutes.
Another important consideration in small high schools
is whether the music club activities are carried on during
school hours or whether they are relegated to before-school
time or after-school time. Any activity that has to be
carried on outside of school time is seriously affected by
the problem of transportation of the pupils. In rural com-
Z9i2nltles a large percentage of the pupils are transported
by school buses that have to follow a limited and regular
schedule because of the expense involved. Consequently
»
pupils who miss the bus because of club meetings have to
walk home, sometimes a distance of three or more miles or
seek private transportation. On the whole the parents and
the citizens of the town expect the children to be trans-
ported by the buses provided, and the school authorities
require that they travel by bus in bad weather. Hence,
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glee clubs, orchestras, hands, and any other activities that
require regular meetings for training purposes work at a
serious disadvantage if they cannot schedule their meetings
during school hours*
Table 11* The Average Per Cent of Time In-school and
Out-of-school Allotted to Specified Vocal
Groups in 37 Schools
Vocal Groups
j
Average Per Cent of Time Allotted
Divided in-school
In-school Out-of-school and out-of-school
Girls* Glee Club 90 3*0 7.0
Boys * Glee Club 91 4.5 4.5




(total ”351 775 IT75
General Average . 95.8 1.9 2*9
In Table 11 it is most encouraging to observe that
the 37 schools manage to schedule their vocal club activ-
ities so that 95*2 per cent of the rehearsal time is spent
in school hours* In a very few schools, rehearsals start
before school and run through the opening home-room period.
In other schools, the average 60 minutes per week is divided
into two periods, one held during school hours, the other,
after school; but in all, an average of barely 3 per cent
of time is spent in this divided arrangement* Those teachers
and supervisors who have to work outside of school hours are
victims of unfortunate scheduling*
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Credits toward graduation *— Definite credit toward
graduation should “be allotted to music oluh activities he-
oause of the particular requirements Involved. In order to
he a contributing memher of a music club, either vocal or
Instrumental, a boy or girl has to be endowed with a certain
degree of musical aptitude and Intelligence. He or she also
has to have studied and practiced sufficiently to be able to
cooperate with a group with acceptable skill. In order to
be a creditable member of a group, each pupil must attend
all regular and special rehearsals and do whatever outside
practicing is necessary to perfect his or her performance.
These requirements of music aptitude, previous training,
rehearsal time, and outside practice are as exacting as
any academic subject, if not more so; and if met, are worthy
of definite and generous credit toward the graduation diploma.
The awarding of credit for music activities puts music study
on a very desirable basis and stimulates the pupils to treat
their music periods seriously.
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Table 12. The Nimber and Per Cent of Schools Offering
Definite Credit toward Graduation for Partic-











(1) ( 2 ) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Girls* Glee Club 21 68 10 32 31 85
Boys * Glee Club 14 64 8 36 22 59
Mixed Glee Club 7 64 4 36 11 27
Special Choral
Group
0 0 3 100 3 8
In 37 schools out of the 48 studied, special selective
vocal groups are organized. As tabulated in columns six
and seven, 31 schools, or 84 per cent of the 37 schools,
have girls* glee clubs; 22 schools, or 59 per cent, have
boys* glee clubs; 11 schools, or 27 per cent, have mixed
glee clubs; and three schools, or 8 per cent, have small
special choral groups. The girls* glee clubs are by far
the most popular, but the boys* glee clubs are encouragingly
numerous. Furthermore, we must not forgot the fact stated
in connection with Table 9, p. 36, that 16 schools, or 41
per cent
,
2»intain both a girls* glee club and a boys* glee
club.
The fact that in the three major vocal groups over 60
per cent of the schools offer definite credit toward gradu-
ation shows that administrators, in general, recognize the
importance and the intrinsic value of music study and are
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giving it serious consideration as far as credits are con-
cerned, The special choral groups described on page 37,
are in each case located in schools where both girls* and
boys* glee clubs are functioning. Since these students
taking part in small special groups are also members of
the regular glee clubs, they do not rate extra credit.
The honor and extra pleasure involved in being chosen a
member of a particular group, such as the boys* double
quartet mentioned on page 37, is sufficient reward for the
extra time and effort expended.
Performances
Purpose of performances in the public school system.—
If the real purpose of public school music programs were
to prepare the music pupils for public performance, then
our high schools would be taking on the duties of Junior
conservatories and would be putting their training on a
professional basis. To emphasize the vocational aspects
of a secondary-school training is not in accordance with
the educational philosophy of today; instead, the educators
are tirying ever to broaden the pupils* experiences and to
Inform them in a general way on all phases of literature,
science, and the Arts. Specialization comes later in voca-
tional and professional schools.
Performances, if properly handled, play an Important
part in a public-school curriculum. They offer invaluable
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experiences and object lessons in self-control; they furnish
motivation for more serious study and Increased effort to-
ward perfection for both the pupils and the teacher; and,
finally, they serve as most Interesting listening experi-
ences for all those In the audience. Of course, school
performances before a student audience should always bo
well done; but It Is necessarily true that public perform-
ances before an adult audience are much more exacting. The
danger In public performance, therefore, lies In too much
time being spent on too few program pieces In an effort to
perfect them. To avoid this danger, teachers must carefully
choose music that Is not beyond the performing ability of
their groups and limit the preparation of these pieces so
that a greater amount of music can be tau^t In the course
of a year. To quote freely from Bacon's Essay on Studies
,
we can apply his Ideas that he propounded for books to
music. Some music Is to be tasted; some to be swallowed;
and some to be chewed and digested. A music supervisor,
trying to chew and digest a selection of pieces for public
performance, must also provide ample time for tasting and
swallowing many more pieces of varied styles and moods In
order to provide liberal and broadening music experiences
for his or her classes.
The various opportunities for performances In public
school are school assemblies, either closed or open to the
public; Parent-Teacher Association meetings or similar clubs;
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and the public operettas, concerts, and Inter-school or
state and county music festivals* Besides these strictly
school affairs, the commxinities often extend invitations
to school groups to perform outside at legion meetings,
men's and women's clubs, churches, and lodges. These ap-
pearances should not be treated as professional in char-
acter, although they call on the beet efforts of teachers
and pupils alike. More and more, school groups are being
invited to appear on the radio. Here the perfozmance should
be as correct as possible, because the electrical mechanism
Involved is apt to accentuate poor tone-quality, poor bal-
ance, or glaring mistakes. Finally, one of the most co-
operative and mutually inspiring projects is the community
band, orchestra, or chorus that opens its doors to the high-
school music students who have sufficient ability and train-
ing to perform with the adults.
Table 13 shows the number and per cent of schools
featuring specified performances as a part of the music
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Table IS* The Uxmber and Per Cent of Schools Peataring
Specified Performances as a Part of the Music




dumber Per Cent dumber Per Cent
Assemblies 37 77 10 23
P*T*A* & Clubs 42 86 6 14
Operettas 30 63 18 37
Concerts 39 81 9 19





26 54 22 46
Concerts 40 83 8 17
Radio 14 29 34 71
Community
Groups
11 23 37 77
School performanoes *— The most highly promoted of
the In-school performances seem to be the appearances at
P*T«A* or club meetings and school concerts* Forty-two
schools, or 86 per cent, give programs for Parent-Teacher
meetings or other clubs; and thirty-nine schools, or 81
per cent, feature school concerts* Assemblies take third
place with 37 schools, or 77 per cent, featuring music.
It scarcely seems possible that 23 per cent of 48 schools
would overlook Assembly music programs that are by far the
most natural opportunities for pupil performances and pupil
listening*
Of the 37 schools that hold Assemblies where music is
especially featured, 36 per cent hold two music assemblies
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a year, emd 19 per cent hold three* The ntunbers of assem-
hlles per year range from one to forty, according to Table
14.

















Forty assemblies would mean more than once a week and also
infer that little or no rehearsing is done. The two in-
structors reporting these large figures have each a restricted
curriculum; one reports only one organized music group, a
girls’ glee club; the other has only two groups; an orches-
tra and a mixed glee club. Probably they each mean that
general assembly singing is offered as a program, supple-
mented when possible by specially prepared numbers by the
glee club or the orchestra. Such a procedure in program
planning would allow everybody in the school to participate
in the music in a general way, and would also offer listen-
ing opportunities, especially if audio-visual aids, such as
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maslc films or vlotrola recordings, were introdnoed. However,
those Instraotors who offer maslc assemblies less often,
probably pat on polished performances most worth while to
the listener. In addition, most music supervisors are
called upon to furnish musical numbers to embellish other
assemblies that feature plays, lectures, films, or rallies.
The music teachers and supervisors in 42 schools out of the
48 studied, or 86 per cent of the schools, are called upon
to furnish music programs for Parent-Teacher Association
meetings and other in-sohool clubs. This procedure is not
considered as exploiting the music groups; but on the other
hand, it is furnishing good opportunities for various music
groups to sing or to play the music they have studied and
to gain valuable experience in self-control and stage de-
portment before a friendly audience. Then, too, the emo-
tional inspiration and the heightened sense of ensemble
that often accompany concert performances are experiences
that are never forgotten, for they stir the soul of the
performer more deeply than they do the soul of the listener.
Thirty schools, or 63 per cent of the 48 schools
studied are listed as offering operettas. In Table 16 it
is obvious that 53.3 per cent of these schools give operettas
annually. Thirty per cent of the schools Indicate in their
reports that they favor operettas, but have not made a
1/ See Sable 13, p. 45
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practice of giving such performances regularly, especially
during and since the last World War. Two schools not in-
cluded in Table 15 stated that they gave annual performances,
hut one preferred Cantatas to operettas and the other put
on "shows". Such a term could include variety acts featur-
ing much music, a pop concert, an old-folks concert, or a
minstrel show.
Table 15 shows the frequencies of operettas in 30
schools of the 46 schools studied.






3 times a year 1 3.3
£ times a year £ 6.7
Annually 16 53.3
Every other year 2 6.7
Seldom 9 30.0
Total 30 100.0
More schools give concerts on the whole than they give
operettas. Thirty-nine, or 81 per cent of the schools,
give concerts ranging anywhere from three times a year to
the indefinite commitment listed as "seldom". Again, as
with the operettas, annual performances are, by a wide margin,
the prevailing practice, according to Table 16.
l/ See Table IS, p. 45.
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3 times a year 5 13.0
2 times a year 6 15.2
Annually EO 61.3
Every other year 1 2.6
Seldom 7 17.9
Total 39 100.0
Usually concerts and operettas are open to the public
and tickets are sold, the income from which goes to defray
the operating expenses of the projects or to make money to
be used for the benefit of the music department. If the
purpose is to make money, concerts are more remunerative,
becuase the expenses of a concert are less than those of
an operetta. Furthermore, an operetta, especially in a
small school, is a Whole school affair. Everybody on the
teaching staff can be utilized on committees; and every
department of the school can contribute to the performance.
All working under the direction of the music supervisor,
the industrial arts department can build the scenery €uid
props and arrange the lighting; the printing department
can furnish the programs; the home economics department
c€tn help with the costumes; the art department can make
posters for publicity and decorate the scenery; the English
department c«ui furnish newspaper publicity; and the physical
education department can help train the choruses in dancing
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faculty and an approving principal, the preparation of an
operetta in a small school can he a source of pleasure and
! pride to all who contribute and a great correlating and
integrating force in the school* Expenses, however, are
apt to run high under the best of management* An operetta
j
usually is a risky financial venture, if money-earning is a
purpose*
Another music project that inspires interest in careful
rehearsing and performance is the music festival or contest*
Sometimes, a festival will be an inter-community affair
among neighboring towns and schools* Each school contributes
one or more performing units and the resulting program offers
a variety of music. A large audience is assured for the
performers, and the spirit of rivalry and competition arising
naturally in such situations, adds a zest to the occasion*
Sometimes the project is run as a music contest with specifi-
cations drawn up for the classification of units, number of
Judges, and possibly the sort of music required* Of the two
typos of inter-community music projects, the contest is the
more restricting activity and is apt to defeat the broad
purposes of music education, inasmuch as a long time may be
spent in the detailed preparation of competing units with
the emphasis laid on the perfection of a very few pieces*
Then, too, the harrying strain of competition is apt to
i
produce unpleasant emotional reactions that may spoil the
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enjoyment of the mnslo for contestants and audience alike.
Music should he a gratifying emotional outlet for both the
producer and the consumer, and at a well-managed festival
the interest Is solely on the music, while the attitudes
are positive and cooperative.
Table 17 The Humber, Per Cent, and General Frequency of
Schools Participating In Local Inter-School








Imong the 48 schools, eleven, or 23 per cent, reported
that they participated In local Inter-sohool music festivals
or contests. Seventy-three per cent of these met regularly
every year; the other 27 per cent indicated that they seldom
participated.
Very often the state supervisors of music or am appoint-
ed committee arrange county or state music festivals or con-
tests. These affairs are held in large city auditoriums or,
in warm weather. In outdoor athletic bowls. Here all schools
meet, small and large, to offer a great variety of music
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To the ootmty and state nnislo festivals, schools, both
small and large, are attracted because of a natural desire
to have their school represented and to gain recognition,
especially If they have one or more outstanding music groups
or soloists*
Table 18* The ISTumber, Per Cent, and General Frequency of
Schools Participating In County or State School
Music Festivals In 48 Schools
General Schools Participating




Among the 48 schools studied, 26 schools, or 54 per
cent, reported that they entered the county or state school
music festivals. Of these, twelve schools, or 46 per cent,
entered regularly; the remaining 54 per cent, occasionally.
It Is commendable that 54 per cent of the small high schools
try to participate, because they may have quality, but they
have not the quantity of pupils to work with. Their glee
clubs, orchestras, and bands cannot be as selected as those
found In large schools. The combination of such forces as
the muslcallty of the town, the particular teaching abilities
of the music supervisor, and the workings of fickle chance
In bringing to the school talented pupils — all these affect
the music standing of the small school directly and either

furnish or deprive it of nmslc groups sufficiently expert
to take part in large festivals or contests. It is not to
he wondered at, then, that of the 26 schools Interested in
the large festivals, fourteen, or 54 per cent, indicate
that they participate only occasionally.
Community perfonaanoes *— In small towns the school
projects are a great source of interest and entertainment
to the residents. Theaters, dance halls, skating arenas,
and such other places of amusement as are found in cities,
are few and far between in rural communities. Therefore,
children’s performances in the schools, churches, and com-
munity houses have very little competition in the town and
attract not only the parents but also the neighbors and
friends, who are glad of the entertainment. Very often,
neighborhood clubs, such as men's clubs, women's clubs,
organized patriotic groups, churches, and lodges turn to
the school for talented entertainers, and the supervisor
of music has to stand ready to furnish whatever he or she
06Ln to assist the social committees. The audiences are
never too critical and those out-of-school appearances
afford within the town a myriad of social, musical, and
psychological problems for the young performers to solve.
Practical experience in cooperative activities, self-
control, and self-expression is nowhere better offered
than in these social gatherings.
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Table 19. The Htunber, Per Cent, and General Frequency of
Schools that Perform for Out-of-School Conmnmlty








Out of the 48 schools, 40 schools, or 83.3 per cent,
reported that they accepted invitations to provide musical
entertainment for community clubs. Of these 40 schools,
half of them indicated that they odTten sent out music groups
to perform, and the other half said that their community




but was not defined; however, a reasonable
interpretation of often would be at least twice a year. At
the bottom of page37 on the check-list three questions were
asked to ascertain, if possible, the attitudes of the school
authorities, the music teacher or supervisor, and the pupils
themselves toward this practice of performing at community
functions. The answers from all concerned were wholly in
favor of responding to invitations to perform.
Another out-of-school children’s performance that is
becoming increasingly popular is that of the radio. Spelling
^ See Appendix, Oheck-list , p. B 7.
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bees and quiz programs have proven their popularity on the
radio, and music programs are coming along. However, music
]
programs are different from quiz programs. Almost any quiz *
program is good radio entertainment whether the competitors
|
have squeaky voices or whether they give the wrong answers;
but when amateur music is on the sound waves, faulty in-
|
tonatlon, raucous tone quality and uncertain ensemble can
be painful to listen to and may incur justifiable criticism
of the radio station and performers alike. Musicians, ama-
teur or professional, that appear on the radio, should be
well rehearsed and expert enough to play in tune. Radio
stations are well aware of their responsibilities and
insist on auditions before booking their programs. If,
then, a school glee club or orchestra is on the air, it
is certain that they have met the standards of performance
acceptable to the station broadcasting them.
Table 20. The lumber. Per Cent, and Seneral Frequency of








Among the 48 schools studied, 14 schools or 29.6 per
cent, reported that their pupils performed musically on
the radio. Out of this number, five, or 36 per cent.
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Indicated that they performed often. Again the word often
was not defined on the check-list, hut a reasonable inter-
pretation in the case of radio performances would be, at
least once a year regularly. The other 64 per cent modestly
acknowledged performing seldom. The fact that a little less
than 30 per cent of the 48 schools go on the radio is not
surprising because of the professional qualities required
in music broadcasting.
The final opportunity and sometimes the most inspiring
to the high school music pupil is an invitation to join an
adult music group, be it community chorus, band, or orches-
tra. Many towns do not have any organized community music
activities however, and such a condition forces the young
musical high-school graduate either to seek elsewhere or
to relinquish his music activities which he has very much
enjoyed in school. In order to get a picture of what the
small Massachusetts and Connecticut towns offer their musi-
cal high school children before and after their graduation,
1/
the check-list asked pointed questions concerning whether
the school pupils ever combined with adult music groups and
whether the school music instructor ever promoted and ad-
ministered Community Music activities.
1/ See Appendix, Check-list, p.B 8 and B 9.
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To the first question concerning the children’s oppor-
tunities to sing or play in community choruses, hands or
orchestras, the replies appear in Table 21,
Table 21. The Humber and Per Cent of Schools Where Pupils
Combine with Adults in Specified Community Music
Groups in 48 Schools
Community Schools Where Pupils Combine






Only eleven schools, or 23 per cent of the 48 schools
reported any organized community music groups with which
the high-school pupils combined. Six schools listed com-
munity choruses; four schools, bands; and three schools,
orchestras. One town has both a chorus and an orchestra
which the high-school pupils Join; one other town has all
three — a chorus, a band, and an orchestra.
This apparently bleak Hew England picture is shaded
and much Improved, however, when we consider the reasons
offered by the teachers for this lack of Community Music.
1/
On the bottom of page^/oon the check-list the following
reasons were checkedf as shown in Table 22.
l/ See Appendix, Check-list
, p. B 10.
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Table 88. The Utmber and Per Cent of Sohools Offering




General Lack of Leadership
to Stir up Interest 7 16





The Proximity of Larger




On an average, each school represents a community
1/
township of 4,648 people and, as stated inconnection with
Table 81, only eleven of these schools reported any organ-
ized community groups; hence, we might infer that 77 per cent
of the communities are lacking in music spirit and interests.
This is not altogether true, however, when we consider the
fact that seventeen, or 35 per cent of the sohools, as shown
in Table 88, report that nearby larger towns and cities of-
fering better opportunities for municipal singing and play-
ing attract the high school music pupils. This consideration
%/ See Appendix, p. A 2.
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makes it possible that 28 schools have advanced smslc pupils
or graduates taking part, If they so desire. In community
music groups* Even so, the percentage of communities offer-
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According to Table 22, the lack of Instrumental teach-
ers Is a serious Impediment to the formation of commimlty
bands and orchestras. This Is undoubtedly true, but It Is
I
the result of a general lack of Interest In Instrumental
study. From general observation It Is obvious that music
as a profession Is becoming less and less practical as a
livelihood. Theaters, hotels, and restaurants that used
to employ orchestras and small ensembles regularly are now
provided with mechanical devices (known In slang as "canned
music") that fill their needs. The concert circuits, radio
stations, and motion picture producers employ only a com-
paratively few top-notch artists, symphony orchestras, and
"name" bands. There Is no Incentive for young people to
take up the expensive study of music with the hope of making
It a profession unless they are Individuals of outstanding
talent » personality, and perseverance. In addition, the
avocatlonal Interest In playing has slumped with the ad-
vent of the excellent and popular musical motion pictures,
vlctrolas, radios, and the recent television sets. Music
In the home has Improved In quality tremendously, but It
Is played by unseen hands or observed through a screen.

Pianos are ‘being moyed out of the parlors to make room for
the new eleotrloal Instmments; and Johnnie's trumpet prao-
tioe or Lucy’s violin playing emanate from a closed bedroom
door or the playroom in the basement. There is very little
interest in parlor music making, and less time for it he-
cause it conflicts with “better programs. The lack of in-
strumental teachers must therefore follow, for there are
many less pupils, especially in small communities. In
order to make a dependable living, the music teacher must
Join the faculty of a conservatory or other popular city
music school or supplement his income from music with other
remunerative activities. There is little wonder that there
is a growing lack of instrumental teachers in small towns.
Two other reasons checked for the lack of organized
community music groups were:(l) the lack of a coordinated
activities program that should include music and (S) a
general lack of leadership to stir up interest. It would
seem that the public school music supervisor, being a
trained leader and organizer, could help to stir up public
sentiment in favor of active music groups within the com-
munity. Indeed, in answer to question 4, pageBI of the
1/
check-list, four supervisors answered that they do super-
vise community music projects; three led bands, and one
led an orchestra. When we consider that three of these
ly See Appendix, p. B 9
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supeTTlsors have to travel and supervise the school maslc
in other towns, we can readily imagine what long days they
spend at their chosen profession. And do they receive any
extra remuneration for this community activity ? The ques-
tion was not asked on the check-list, hut they certainly
deserve a gift in appreciation.
Physioal Conditions
The room facilities .— The ease and dignity with which
a music teacher carries on class work and, to a large ex-
tent, the discipline of music classes are directly affected
hy the appropriateness of the music room and its physioal
atmosphere. Many of the smaller high schools have fairly
new buildings with pleasant general classrooms, science
laboratories, assembly halls, gymnasiums, and out-door
sports fields. Almost every department is tolerably well
provided for; in some small schools, the gymnasium serves
as an auditorium and social dance hall. The floor is ex-
cellent, the equipment is removable, and there is a stage
at one end. Baoh school owns at least one piano and that
is located on the auditorium stage. Hence, music classes,
especially the larger choruses and the orchestra, must re-
hearse in the auditorium because of the use of the piano.
The band usually rehearses there, too. If the school owns
more than one piano, the second or third piano may be
located in a smaller room that can be used for small music
' r
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groups* Sometimes, a spare classroom has been furnished
especially for music use*
A personal Interview with the Massachusetts State
Supervisor of Music, several visits to small hl^ schools,
and teaching experience on the part of the writer prove,
however, that appropriate and sufficient rooms for muslo
Claeses are most Inadequately provided In the majority of
the smaller schools. Very few schools offer real music
rooms that are sound-proof, roomy, airy, and conveniently
shaped. More often, the small muslo classrooms have to be
shared with teachers of other departments, such as, physical
education or home economics. Their equipment has to be
around, and Is not only In the way, but Is often a diverting
attraction that spoils the atmosphere of the room for muslo
study and hinders the use of music audio-visual aids.
If the auditorium Is the only place for muslo classes
to meet, then scheduling should provide that no other group,
however small, should have to use any part of the hall. A
difficult situation Is found where the gymnasium Is the
auditorium. The baskets and nets cannot always be rolled up
out of the way, and the temptation for the boys and girls
to grab a ball and shoot a few baskets before the class gets
seated Is Irresistible. A delay In setting up seats Is
often caused when a music period Immediately follows a
gymnasium class. Inconveniences like these are Inevitable,
and are very demoralizing to the discipline of the muslo
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olasB* If regular music classes or special rehearsals have
to he carried on before or after school, conditions ocm be-
come Impossible In the gymnasium especially during the
basketball season. In such cases, hard and fast rules
should be laid down by the office to protect the privacy




questions concerning the music
rooms were asked In an effort to ascertain the working con-
ditions under which the music supervisors teach. In the
following table the general answers are indicated.
Table 23. Hoorn Paoilitles Reported in 48 Schools
Humber and Per Ceni of Schools
Offering Specific Facilities
Types of Adequate and Makesliift an^
SumBer ^er Cent dumber Per Ceni
Music Hoorn
or





ment 36 73 13 27
According to the answers of the music teachers, 40
per cent have what they Indicate as adequate and private
music rooms in which to carry on their teaching; 60 per
cent have makeshift rooms or are open to interruptions.
As far as adeyiate storage rooms for such music equipment
ij See Appendix, p. B 10.
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as rnaslOt vlotrola, Instruments, and music stands is concern-
ed, the teachers fare better with 73 per cent reporting ade-
quate room. The school authorities in every town are ex-
pecting too much of music teachers if they make no positive
effort to Improve room facilities.
u
On the check-list those teachers who were reporting
adverse teaching conditions due to poor room facilities
were given an opportunity to indicate reasons for the poor
physical facilities. The answers that are forthcoming from
those teachers are tabulated in the following table.
Table 24. The ITumber and Per Cent of Schools Offering
Specific Explanations for the Existence of






Ho Provision for Music
Classes when the building
was built. 28 58
Too Large Enrollment for
Present facilities 11 23
Too Little Consideration
for Music in Schedule
Planning 7 15
In Table 24, some teachers gave two, or even three
reasons for their difficulties, but the most common explana
tion was that no provision for music classes was made when
%J See Appendix, p. B 10.
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the hnildlngs were hullt. Music as a regular ourrioulum study
has made great strides the last twenty years and It Is true
that only the newest school buildings, planned by far-sighted
school exeoutiTes, have rooms especially designed for the
use of the music depairtment* Also, the fact that school
enrollments have been increasing means that whatever rooms
and closets have been used heretofore by music teachers now
have to be shared with other departments. Sometimes, the
problem of cramped rooming conditions due to over-expansion
can be partially solved by careful manipulation of the
schedule* Certain classes can be favored in scheduling,
without causing hardships to other classes if the principal
and superintendent are particularly interested in promoting
those classes. Every department has its particular needs.
The social studies textbooks have to be kept up-to-date to
be adequate; late model typewriters and business machines
have to be purchased to keep the secretarial course from
being branded obsolete; uniforms, bats, balls, extra buses,
and time for rallies are all provided for the athletic de-
partment; music at least deserves and has to have uninter-
rupted time during the school day in a suitable room in
order to fulfill its purpose*
Audio-visual aids *— To proceed from the music courses*
housing problem to the problem of audio-visual aids is to
uncover further vexations besetting the music educator and
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to wonder where to start to remedy the short-comings. The
audio-vlsnal aids include first a usefal piano, which every
school seems to have, according to the reports* To explain
quickly special problems of music notation or phrasing re-
quires a hlaokhoard, staff-lined, if possible. For directed
listening a modem victrola with good recordings is essential.
The radio and the use of sound films provide extra listening
experiences. The music educational films are particularly
inspiring and informative. A good recording machine is
most useful in self-criticism of sonority, balance, attack,
phrasing, and diction.
Table E5. The Humber and Per Cent of Schools Providing
Specific Audio-visual Aids in 48 Schools
Audio-visual Schools Providing the Equipment
Aids Yes Ho
Humber Per bent Humber Per Cent
(1) (2) (3) (4) 15)
Piano 48 100 0 0
Blackboard in
Music Boom 28 58 20 42
Victrola 41 86 7 15
Recording
Machine 11 23 37 77
Radio 38 79 10 21
Sound Films 26 54 22 46
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Table 26. The Utunber and Per Cent of Schools Providing
Pianos of Good or Poor Condition in 48 Schools




It has already been mentioned that 100 per cent of
the schools have at least one piano, but according to Table
26, 21 per cent of the schools are straggling along with
poor instruments. A school piano is used a great deal and,
unless protected, may get considerable abuse from heavy-
handed jazz players or from rough handling in moving. School
pianos also suffer from extremes of temperature changes and
often from excessive dampness. They require more care and
more frequent tuning than do most home pianos. The tuner’s
bill should be a regular item on every music department’s
expense account.
Of those 28 schools or 58 per cent, reporting the
presence of blackboard facilities in the music room, some
remarked that the board was movable. The movable ones are
better, especially if they have two sides, for they can be
kept exclusively for music use and one side can be painted
with permanent staff lines. When blackboards have to be
shared with other classes, the drawing of staff lines is
greatly facilitated by the use of the specially designed
five-pronged chalk-holder. Of course, teachers can get
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' along without a hlaokhoard through verbal explanations and
j
references to the printed page already in the hands of the
pupils; hut the use of a blackboard for any sort of explana-
j
I
tlon is a great convenience in clarifying mental conceptions
i
through visual illustrations.
The use of a victrola and recordings is becoming an
increasingly popular form of study and entertainment, not
only in the school, but also in the home* The electrifica-
tion of the victrola and the new record-changing equipment
have made concert halls of classrooms and parlors, where sym-
'i
phonies, operas, and choral works of the great composers
can be hoard uninterruptedly in their entirety* Good vic-
trolas combined with good records today can reproduce the
tone quality, resonance, balance, and blending of parts as
perfectly as if one were listening from a good location in
an auditorium; the only thing lacking is the view of the
performer and the social and sympathetic atmosphere of the
attending audience*
Table 27* The Uumber and Per Cent of Schools Offering
Victrola Equipment in 41 Schools
Equipment Schools Equipped
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In Table 27 It is observed that 41 schools, or 85 per
cent, have victrolas as a part of their music equipment, but
in Table 27 we find that of those 41 schools only 29 own
recordings* Of course, good recordings are expensive, and,
what is more, easily breakable unless provided with specially
built storage cabinets* It is possible that the twelve
schools that do not own their recordings have the use of
borrowed records and therefore can use their machines for
listening purposes just as well as though they owned records*
Seventy-nine of the schools own radios that can bo
used by the music department* But the question is; "Are
they used?" At the beginning of this chapter we observed
under the head of curriculum offerings that general courses
in music listening, especially in the senlor-high-school
grades, are not being promoted and that a special course
in the history and appreciation of music is even less fre-
quently offered* These two courses would be the ones that
would make the most use of listening devices such as vlc-
trola recordings and the radio* Another very Important
sidelight on this question, too, is found among the personal
suggestions offered by the teachers and tabulated in Table
34 on page 82.. By far their greatest lament is lack of time
due to scheduling and Increased curriculum offerings* Im-
proved scheduling and more consideration of music classes
might improve present conditions so that more pleasurable
and profitable listening could be introduced into the music
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education courses.
Practical and comparatively inexpensive recording ma-
oMnes are ntunbered among the newer devices on the market
and are very useful in music education. To hear ourselves
as others hear us is most enlightening and leads to con-
structive self-criticism. The teacher's explanation of
the beauty of tone production and the necessity of the
balance of parts is at no time better appreciated than after
listening to a recording of one's own tone production in
harmony with other voices or instruments. Precision of
attack and release clarifies rhythm, but only the reproduc-
tion of the performers* own playing or singing will convince
the players and singers that their entrances sound uncertain
and that the general effect is ragged. Recording machines
equally well Illustrate good features of performance and
are a source of encouragement and pride.
Only eleven schools, or 23 per cent, have so far in-
vested in recording machines. Their popularity should in-
crease because of their value as a constructive motivating
agent.
Motion pictures are expensive audio-visual aids, but
are most effective in all departments of learning. More and
more motion picture agencies are specializing in educational
films and are procuring for school use artistic. Informative,
up-to-date films at fairly modest rental fees. A good per-
centage of these films are appropriate for music education.

If the whole school is Invited to witness the showing of
the films, many pupils will he Impressed with the Importance
of music and its implications not only in a well-rounded
life hut also in a well-rounded sphere of information* Of
the 48 schools studied, S6 schools, or 54 per cent, reported
that they made use of sound films*
As we glance down column 3 of Table 25, the percentages
run reasonably high for the provisions made by the smaller
high schools for audio-visual aids. How extensively they
use these aids is not covered in this study, but it would
be an interesting problem to explore.
On the check-list there was no direct request made for
an itemized account of the music that each school has on
hand* A little later in this chapter, when the problem of
budgetary allotments is discussed, we can get a general idea
of how much music the schools can afford to purchase annually
from the size of the funds that they have at their disposal.
Music, of course, is their chief annual item of expense and
should be covered by regular school funds.
Library facilities *— Although music is intended always
to be an active experience, whether one is engaged in direct-
ed listening or in the performance of music, there is much
reference reading connected with music— historical, bio-
graphical, and theoretical — that builds a background for
more Intelligent interpretation and understanding of music.
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tions to the art of masio composition correlates directly
with the history of society, literature, science, and the
fine arts— painting, sculpture, architecture, and the dance, i
Every school, therefore, should own in its libraiy a few
standard texts on music history and music appreciation be-
sides books containing biographies of the famous composers.
Starting with the early folksongs and the beginnings of
written music, music histoiy covers the development and
evolution of modem instruments, the symphony orchestra
and present-day bands, together with the development of the
specific forms of composition heard in the concert halls
today, such as, the sonata, symphony, tone-poems, suite,
and the Wagnerian opera. Music appreciation explains and
analyzes the musical structure of the composition forms and
sharpens intelligent listening by providing thematic sign-
posts by which a practiced listener can knowingly trace his
way through the playing of any standard classical work. The
individual styles of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms,
Wagner, the Romanticists, and the modem impressionistic com-
posers, all become more enjoyable with the study of their
unique techniques. Their biographies are vivid portrayals
of man's struggle to overcome strangling materiaQ. bonds and
to Interpret his freedom of philosophy, imagination, and
self-expression in a manner never paralleled in any other
medium. Music is the most profound and varied of all the
arts; and, if understood, it portrays all the elements of
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all the arts combined— architecture of structure, angles
and curves of form, rhythmic meter, and poetic cadence* In
no other study is there such abundant opportunity ' for cor^
relation and Integration of ideas* Students specializing
in history, social studies, mathematics, and science can all
learn from music, for the study of music covers them all*
Table 28. The Uumber and Per Cent of Schools Offering









In Table 28 the great majority of the schools are found
to have a few music books available for reference reading
—
thirty-five schools, or 73 per cent; but eleven of the 48
schools, or 23 per cent, report no books at all* Only two
of the schools acknowledge that they have a sizable number,
but all the schools owning books said that they use them in
music study.
Financial provisions .— The financing of the music
department need not be a problem of excessive expenditures
and extravagance; in fact, the music department can and often
does go far to earn its keep by public subscription concerts
and operettas. Sheet music which is easily lost or destroyed
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tmlesB carefully watched and mended hae to be regularly re-
placed and kept up-to-date, but it is much less expensive
than textbooks. Song books and orchestra and band folios
last very well if reasonably well cared for. When the Items
of equipment, such as pianos, band Instruments, and music
stands are once procured, they are not easily demolished.
Band Instruments, furthermore, can be often renewed at
little expense by re-selling them to new pupils who wish to
own their own instruments and then turning the sales* money
toward replacements. The tuning of the pianos and the re-
pair of the other instruments are regular expenses that have
to be met, but they are seldom embairrassingly large accounts.
The piactioe of giving award pins or letters to faithful
members of glee clubs, orchestras, and bands adds another
item to the expense account, but it is a generous gesture
that is always a source of pleasure and pride to the club
members.
On the check-list an effort was made to procure an
estimate of the budgetary appropriations that each music
supervisor had for his or her use and to discover whether
the music department had a financial problem to solve annu-
1/
ally. On the check-list the teachers were asked to state
the annual budgetary provision granted to their department
ly See Appendix, p* B 12.
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for the purchase of music and materials
o
Table 29. The Humber and Per Cent of Schools Offering
Specified Budgetary Provisions in Music





Amounts Humber Per Cent
Over #300 1 10
Prom #800 to #299 5 50
Prom #100 to #199 2 20




Only ten schools out of the 48 schools studied listed
specific amounts ranging from 1350 #00 down to #40.00, 50
per cent of whom allowed between #200.00 and #300.00. The
average specific budgetary allowance was #187.00.
Of the other replies, one supervisor drew on a thousand-
dollar fund to procure band instruments; another is assisted
financially by the Parent-Teacher Association; four other
supervisors say that they are unlimited; twenty-three have
no special appropriations; and nine mafee no report on this
question.
In a further effort to clarify the financial problem,
the check-list asked all those supervisors who were not
working on a specified music budget to explain whence came
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their operating expense monies* Thirty-four replied and
their explanations appear in Table 30.
Table 30* The Utimber and Per Cent of 554 Music Supervisors
Who, without Specified Budgets, Draw on Specified










Own Personal Funds 1 3.0
Total 34 100.0
Out of 34 replies, 15 supervisors, or 44.1 per cent,
acknowledge that they and their pupils earn their expenses
by public subscription performances. If the proceeds from
their public performances are their only source of money with
which they hope to carry on their music programs, that pro-
cedure is wrong. It is all right to give subscription per-
formances for the sake of defraying the expenses incidental
to the performances or to earn a little extra money for some
special project; but for school authorities to expect a
supervisor to make money on paid performances in order to
carry on the educational work of the music department is
an undignified and belittling practice. Public education
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in every department should he financed hy the town through
appropriate channels. When 29.4 per cent of 34 supervisors
draw on special funds and another 25.5 per cent draw on the
general school supplies "budget, their educational program
is being financed properly, if not always adequately. If
the Parent-Teacher Association wishes to provide for certain
items in the music education program, their contributions
are entirely acceptable and proper. But, when one music
teacher feels that he or she must provide money for music
and materials from his or her own pocket, there is something
wrong somewhere in the administration of that school. It
is admitted by school administrators, finance committees,
and taxpayers alike that the operating expenses of the
schools are soaring to unprecedented heights. Teachers*
salaries must go up to meet the rising cost of living ex-
penses and to keep the profession on a high level of pro-
ficiency. The cost of Janitorial service, heating, building
upkeep, telephone, electricity, paper, books, and every item
down the line has increased; and the population of children
is increasing, too. Even so, every voter, whether he is a
parent or not, should be proud and anxious to promote the
schools in his town or city and to help support them ade-
quately. Furthermore, every superintendent should strive
to spread his budget so that every department will share
fairly.
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Fin€G.ly, under the heading of financial provisions on
1/
the check-list, the question was asked of the music super-
visor; "Do you consider the present financial administration
of the music department, outside of salaries, a detriment
to the advancement of music education ?" To this question
37 teachers responded in the following manner; 27 teachers,
or 73 per cent, said no; 10 teachers, or 27 per cent, said
yes. Therefore, a quarter of 37 teachers working in the
small hl^ schools of Massachusetts and Connecticut definite-
ly feel that the administration of the school finances
should ho revamped and improved as far as the masic depart-
ment is concerned.
Personnel
Qualifications #— The final questions on the check-
list that inquire from the teachers their training for the
positions they hold were included for the purpose of proving
what intelligent and well-prepared leaders are carrying on
in the field of secondary-school music education among the
small high schools.
The following table shows the number and per cent of
music supervisors and music teachers who have specific prep-
aration for public school music teaching.
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Table 31. The Uxunher sind Per Cent of 45 Masio Supervisors
and Teachers Offering Specific Preparations for














Table 31 does not imply that the music supervisor who
has special training is in any way inferior in music teach-
ing ability to the person who holds a degree or a teaching
diploma or certificate, but it is a source of gratification
to the education department of the states that the small
high schools in Massachusetts and Connecticut have 60 per
cent of their music teachers holding degrees and 76 per
cent holding diplomas or degrees. This proves that three-
quarters of them have completed a conservatory or college
course in preparation for their positions.
The two teachers who are listed as offering only
general aptitude and interest are regular faculty members
who teach academic subjects, but who understand music well
enough to direct a modest music program until such time as
the school department can hire a regularly trained teacher.
The eleven per cent who offer special training explain that
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they have studied privately with individual voice or in-
strumental teachers and taken, besides, various courses at
colleges or music schools in preparation for public school
teaching. If their talents and abilities to organize and
to teach have proven adequate for their tasks, they are un-
doubtedly very capable faculty members who are continuing
their studies toward a diploma or a degree.
Di stribution .— In some of these small high schools
the music classes are shared by two or three Instructors.
Sometimes in one school, one teacher will direct all singing
classes and another teacher will care for the Instrumental
work. These teachers are usually not full-time instructors
in one town but they cover the schools in several towns and
have to arrange their schedules so as to visit each school
at least once a week and possibly more often.
Table 32. The Uumber and Per Cent of Schools Employing
Specified Eumbers of Music Instructors
Number of
Instructors







It is obvious from Table 32 that three-quarters of
the small high schools have only one music teacher. Table
33 reveals that 65 per cent of the schools work under a
traveling music supervisor.
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Table 33. Hxunber and Per Cent of Sobools Employing Poll








Among the 48 schools studied, four of the part-time
musio instructors double on other subjects, such as, art,
English, Latin, and commercial subjects. Such doubling
insures a full-time teaching position in one school with
an annual full-time salary. A traveling music teacher may
earn a good salary, but he or she is paid on a pro rata
basis by each town or school visited.
General suggestions offered by the teachers for the
improvement of musio education .— An opportunity was pro-
vided on the last page of the check-list for the teachers
to write in any recommendations that they had to offer
toward the Improvement of the musio education activities
in the small hi^ schools. Their suggestions appear in
Table 34 and throw further light on their problems and
obstacles.
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Table 34* The Utimber and Frequencies of the Teachers’
General Suggestions for the Improvement of
the Small High School Maslo Program
Items Suggestions Frequencies
1* Improved Scheduling of Music Activ-
ities to Allow More Time for Music 18
2. Better Boom Facilities 6
3. More Equipment 6
4. Larger Budget 5
5. Credit for All Music Courses 4
6. Full-time Supervisor of Music 2
?• Instrumental and Vocal Instructors 2
8# Band and Orchestra Eehearsals in 2
School Time
9. More Instruments 2
10* Required Music in High School 2
11* Make Music Elective in Grades 7
and 8 to Relieve Disciplinary Problems 2
12« More Emphasis on Music in General
Assemblies 1
13* A State Music Record and Film
Llbraiy for Use of Schools 1
14* Greater Use of Sound Films 1
15. Longer Class Periods 1
16. More Listening Activities - Radios,
Recordings, Films 1
17. State Support for Instrumental Music
and Equipment 1
18. More Money from Towns to Pay Adequate
Music Staff 1
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19. More Community Interest 1
20. More Field Trips to Concerts 1
21. A State-Produced Course of Study
for Music 1
With the exception of items mimhered 13 and 21, all
these suggestions have been discussed in this chapter. A
call for a State-prescribed course of study for music at
all grade levels would be helpful from the point of view
of suggested materials only. Too explicit requirements
would result in regimentation that would be detrimental
to the teachers* initiative. Instead of such state regu-
lations, isassachusetts has a state supervisor of music who
acts in an advisory capacity and stands ready to help in
a very tangible way all public-school music teachers who
want advice.
A state music library of records and films for the
use of schools sounds like an excellent idea. If it were
sufficiently equipped, it would benefit greatly the smaller
schools that have limited operating budgets. But one mjtst
realize that we have hundreds of schools in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, both secondary and intermediate, which
would swamp a free film and record library with daily re-
quests. Unless that library were amply supplied with
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records — not hundreds, hut thousands, and In many dupli-
cations— It not only could not satisfy its customers hut
would become a target for sharp criticism of management.
A trained staff of numerous necessary bookkeepers, messen-
gers, packers, and shippers would entail tremendous ex-
pense of maintenance. Purthermore, the destructible char-
acter of the goods handled— films and recordings— would
entail constant replacement bills.
When 18 teachers, representing 18 schools, or 37.5 per
cent of 48 schools, plead for improved scheduling of music
activities to allow more time for music, they are not asking
first and foremost for more salary or the expenditure of
more money for equipment, but they are asking for a chance
to teach uninterruptedly in school time. School music
teachers have much to offer, if they have the time to teach
it. They must be considered in scheduling or their work
will suffer, for they have no magic wand nor can they per-
form miracles. The first five items on Table 34, that con-
stitute 38 separate requests, show that the major wants of
music educators are basic, practical, and unselfish — time,
space, equipment, money, and lastly, credit for all music
courses toward the graduation diploma.
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Brief Snmmaiy of the Findings
Masic onrriculTim offerings in the small high schools .
—
The general music course that should he open to all senior-
high-school students as an orientation course similar in
purpose to a general history or a general mathematics course
is definitely neglected in the small secondary schools of
Massachusetts and Connecticut. Of the 9911 pupils enrolled
in the 48 schools observed in this study, only 45 per cent
of the pupils at the junlor-high-school grade level and
barely 10 per cent at the sendor-hlgh-school level are en-
rolled in the general music course. These low percentages
are due principally to the fact that the general music course
is offered in only 24 schools, or 62 per cent of the 39
schools reporting music activities in the junior-high grades;
and that in the senior-high-school grades, the general music
course is offered in only 14.6 per cent of the schools where-
ever the course is offered it is universally required in
grades seven and eight and is elective in grades nine to
twelve; and an average of 77 minutes per week is allotted
to it. Only in the senior-high-school grades is credit
allowed for this course toward graduation.
Another general music course that should be open to all
who enjoy general singing in unison or in parts, is the
general mixed chorus. This course, in contrast to the
general music course, is more popular with the senior-high-

grades than in the junior-high grades. Seventy-seven per
cent of the 48 schools offer general mixed chorus in the
senior-high grades, while in only 44 per cent of the 39
schools reporting junior-high grades is it offered. Again,
considering the total pupil enrollment in the 48 schools,
only 30 per cent of the pupils are enrolled in a general
mixed chorus in the senior-high-school grades, and only 35
per cent in the junior-hlgh-school grades. Such unfavoiahle
percentages of enrollment throughout the six grades not
only in the general chorus hut also in the general music
course is first and foremost due to a lach of appreciation
of the value of the general music courses on the part of
the school administrators. In curriculum planning and
scheduling, the administrators have crowded the music super-
visors and teachers for time and forced them to compete to
their disadvantage with all sorts of curricular and extra-
curricular activities. Poor room accommodations for large
music classes are a discouraging factor, and budgetary ap-
propriations for the purchase of audio-visual aids and the
equipment necessary for a general listening course are lack-
ing.
The theoretical courses such as, history and apprecia-
tion, and harmony are offered as elective courses in 15, or
31.3 per cent of the schools, four of which offer both
courses. These courses carry definite academic credit
toward graduation in all but one school. Applied music
,
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lessons In voice and instruments are offered in 19 , or 40
per oent, of the schools; but credit for such study is
sparingly awarded in the senior-high-school grades. The
problem of whether schools should fumish instruments to
encourage orchestra and band playing has good arguments on
both sides; however, 30, or 63 per cent, of the schools own
anywhere from one to forty instruments, an average of 14
instruments to a school.
Music clubs .— Such vocal clubs as the girls* glee
club, the boys* glee club, the mixed glee club, and smaller
special choral groups are offered in 77 per cent of the 48
schools. ITearly half of the schools offer two vocal clubs,
and 18.9 per cent offer three. The average time allotted
to each group per week is 50 minutes, 95.2 per cent of which
is spent during school hours. Sixty-five per cent of the
schools offer definite credit toward graduation for regular
participation in all the glee clubs except the small special
choral groups. Among the 48 schools there are only three
special choral groups. They are highly selective, and the
honor of belonging to them is probably considered sufficient
reward.
Performances .— Opportunities for in-school perform-
ances at assemblies, Parent-Teacher meetings, operettas,
concerts, local festivals, and state and county festivals,
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The most fre^Tiently featured performances among the schools
are the Parent-Teacher meetings and concerts. Only 37 schools
or 77 per cent, offer performances in music assemblies be- |
li
fore student audiences. Out-of-school opportunities to
perform at local club meetings, on the radio, or in collabo-
ration with community music groups are offered by an average
of 45 per cent of the schools. Performances with community
adult groups and on the radio are infrequent; but 40, or i
83 per cent, of the schools do report that their music
groups furnish entertainment for local social, benevolent,
and patriotic organizations.
If a town has an organized community band, orchestra,
or chorus, the high-school student who has participated in
music activities at school looks forward to joining the
adult group as an interesting recreational activity and
a continuation of his musical training. The fact that only
eleven, or 23 per cent, of the schools reported any organ-
ized community adult music groups makes it appear that Uew
England* s small town society is lacking in musical interests.
This conclusion does not necessarily follow, for teachers
from seventeen communities where there are no organized com-
munity music groups explain that the proximity of larger
towns and cities that offer better opportunities in music
discourages the organization of more local groups. The
lack of Instrumental teachers within the communities and
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include music are other factors that contribute to the
general absence of community music groups.
Physical conditions The physical atmosphere in
which music supervisors and teachers have to work is not
good in the small high schools. Sixty per cent of the rooms
used by the music classes are makeshift, and open to inter-
I
ruptions. These adverse conditions exist in 58 per cent
of the cases because no provision for music classes was
^
made when the buildings were built. Added to the original i
lack of room are two other entangling factors: too large
enrollment for present facilities in 23 per cent of the
schools, and too little consideration for music in schedule
planning in 15 per cent of the schools.
Every school has at least one piano, but 21 per cent
of the schools report that their instruments are poor. Other i
audio-visual aids equipment such as victrolas, and radios
are present in more than three-quarters of the schools.
Fifty-eight per cent of the schools have the use of a black-
board in their music rooms, and sound films are used in
more than half the schools. The new recording machines are
present in almost a quarter of the schools. How extensively
and advantageously this equipment is used is not covered in
this study.
The libraries in most small high schools are limited,
but 73 per cent of the 48 schools studied report that they
have a few music reference books on the library shelves and
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that these hooks are used in music study.
Only ten schools report that the music departments
are allotted a definite amount of money for their expenses.
Half of these schools work on a budget of from |200»00 to
$300 #00, hut the average allowance is $187.00. 5’orty-four
per cent of the 34 music supervisors who do not have speci-
fied budgets earn money to finance their departments by
public subscription concerts and operettas. Fifty-four and
nine-tenths per cent draw on the general school supplies
fund or special grants. Three-g^iarters of these teachers
do not consider these financial arrangements a detriment
to the advancement of their department, but the remaining
quarter definitely feel that a revamping and improving of
the budgetary provisions for the music department are neces-
sary in order to insure adequate equipment
,
dignity, and
efficiency in the department.
Music department personnel .— More than three-quarters
of the music supervisors and teachers in the 48 schools
studied hold degrees or diplomas in music. Hine per cent
hold certificates and eleven per cent have had considerable
foimal training for their positions. Three-quarters of the
teachers conduct all music activities in their schools with-
out assistance; and, furthermore, 65 per cent of the teach-
ers are traveling supervisors. The term traveling means
that they cover two or more schools and work in each school
on a part-time basis. The limited time that they have to
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devote to each school has to he carefully scheduled and does
not allow for many special appointments. The problem of
their salaries was not considered in this study. The sug-
gestions that the teachers offered for the improvement of
their music departments throw light on their individual
problems and obstacles. Eighteen teachers, representing
37*5 per cent of the 48 schools studied, asked for im-
proved scheduling of music activities to allow more time
for music. Unfortunate conflicts of music with other classes
or with popular extra-curricular activities make up a
serious problem for the school administrators and the music
teachers alike. Other major problems listed on the teachers*
suggestion list are: better room facilities, more equipment,
larger budgets, and credit for all music courses.
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PROBLEMS OP THE MUSIC DBPARTMEUT IH THE
SMALL HIGH SCHOOLS
The Teacher
Personality and training*— A suocessfal maslo teacher
must have a combination of many qualities. The school ad-
ministrator demands a reasonable degree of musicianship,
which moans a thorough understanding of the theoretical and
historical background of music plus considerable skill In
singing or In the playing of an Instrument. In the small
1/
high schools, where usually only one teacher handles the
music activities, his work requires not only that he be a
skillful conductor of both choral and InstrumenteG. groups
but that he have an Intimate knowledge of child voice train-
ing and a working familiarity with all the band and string
Instruments. Usually, a student musician who Is training
for public school music teaching has a natural leaning to-
wards either singing or the playing of some solo Instrument,
and, during the years of preparation, practices and builds up
considerable skill In applied music.
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Be he a tenor or a bassoon player, or she a soprano or a
violinist, he or she must know how to play the piano well
enough to accompany soloists or choral groups at a profes-
sional standard of accuracy and ease. All this musical know-
ledge and skill can be secured only with years of study and
practice; and, what is more, no amount of academic background
or personal charm can compensate for a lack of practical
musicianship and skill on the part of the instructor.
Class teaching, which is the typical public school ap -
proach to music study, also demands that the music instructor
possess skill in handling groups of boys and girls so that
the atmosphere of the music room is that of positive directed
activity, interest, and good discipline. The high school
program usually presents a close-fitting, complicated sched-
ule, in the midst of which the music supervisor or teacher
has to work in cooperation with academic teachers in pre-
paring all sorts of programs with a minimum amount of time
for careful rehearsing. Then are the teachers* tactfulness
and patience taxed to the limit as well as their ability to
plan and conduct rehearsals efficiently, often in the face
of competing or confusing elements.
The community, moreover, feels free to step into the
established routine of the public school music teacher to
ask him to furnish musical entertainment. Local clubs, the
Legion, Scout, or Bed Cross meetings, or holiday community
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on their programs. It is all right and natural for the
parents who are interested in their children's musical prog-
ress to desire to hear them perfoim creditably before com-
munity gatherings and to listen to the more professional
performances of their teacher* These occasional opportuni-
ties to display the pupils give the instructor a valuable
chance to illustrate for his youngsters the music profession
in action and to give them a little practical experience
behind the footlights; but let us always remember that the
object of pupil performances is not to make professional
players of the children but rather to give them an added
experience that will contribute to their power of self-
control and to their social and emotional maturation.
How a prospective music teacher may acquire the personal
auid social qualities suitable for his position, namely, the
ability to deal with the public, courage and patience in the
classroom, tactfulness and a spirit of cooperation with
other faculty members, poise in public appearances — is
a problem for another field of research, but one may bluntly
say that unless a musician has acquired, either by natural
endowment or by careful training, a respectable share of
these qualities, he will not do well in the field of public
school teaching.
In the smaller high schools, a music teacher may have
to take on extra teaching in the academic field in order to
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hold a full-time position in one town. Candidates for suoh
a position are nsually graduates of a four-year college
course wherein they have acquired sufficient hours of
credit in one academic subject to qualify for teaching that
!
|!
subject. Such combinations as music and English, music and
|
a foreign language, or music and art are practical. A tal-
|
ented person who is willing to prepare and offer himself as
|
a professional teacher in two fields is going to worh doubly
hard, and, if successful, is worthy of a larger salary than
another who specializes in one field only. Also, from the
superintendent’s point of view, suoh a person is a great
asset and may bring to a small community school system pro-
fessional supervision in music that would never be possible
if two salaries were necessary.
In many small town systems, however, the teacher of
music in the junior and senior high schools talces on the
supervision of the music in the lower grades. If the work
throughout the twelve grades is largely choral, this arrange-
ment works out well; but if much teaching of band and string
instruments is involved, then the position is much harder
for one person to fill adequately. For instance, an ex-
cellent woman choral leader and voice trainer can scarcely
qualify as an able bandmaster, the duties of bandmaster re-
quiring detailed knowledge of band and percussion instruments
to the point of ability to give at least elementary instruc-
tion in instrument playing and to organize and conduct public
<r
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concerts and parades. To meet these widely varied demands,
the school administrators of the small school systems often
wisely engage two masic instructors, one specializing in
vocal music, the other, in instrumental. Very often these
instructors work for three or four neighboring towns and
are paid on a pro-rata basis by each town. Although they
are constantly traveling and have to meet a definite sched-
ule with little or no time for special appointments and re-
hearsals, they accomplish a great deal in music teaching
and earn a fair salary.
Prom the point of view of the community, a full-time
music Instructor, supervising the music of the twelve grades,
is the most advantageous arrangement, especially if the
music supervisor has the assistance of instrumental teachers
in the town. Yet according to Table 33, p. 81, we find
that of the 48 schools studied, only 35 per cent have full-
time music teachers; also, according to Table 32, p«80,
75 per cent of these schools hire only one instructor.
Therefore, it is remarkable that the music teachers accom-
plish as much as they do when three-quarters of the schools
hire only one instructor and most of the music instructors
are working on a part-time basis. Undoubtedly in many
schools, the music program could easily be expanded, if
more full-time instructors were hired. The present staff
members simply cannot do any more with teaching conditions
as they are. Furthermore, when 18 teachers in Table 34, p.82
,
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plead for ImproYed scliediLlliig to allow more time for music
and two ask for band and orchestra rehearsals in school time,
it is obvious that another big stumbling block to the ex-
pansion of music departments lies in the administrative
departments of the schools.
Extra-curricular activities .— In a town, the public
school music Instructor is often the only musician partic-
ularly trained as an organizer and leader, capable of con-
ducting a community music group, such as a community chorus,
band, or orchestra. Eaturally he is called upon for advice
and probably active participation, if he can spare the time.
He, at least, encourages the community music projects by co-
operating with them in every way he can.
A teacher’s musicianship and sincerity of purpose are
an inspiration for the young people. The teacher should
suggest that musical pupils get together evenings in homes
and play for fun. More often the teacher will be approached
by one or two of his pupils asking for suggestions for music,
because a few of them are thinking of starting a dance or-
chestra or a home singing club. The teacher should kindle
this little flame by taking a few minutes or more to meet
those concerned and by suggesting enthusiastically music
that will interest them and that will be appropriate for
the group. Often the parents and neighbors of these same
boys and girls are Interested in this home music to the
extent of augmenting the group with their voices or instru-
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Iments# Henoe, when the teacher is consulted, the opportunity
opens for him to extend his professional influence outside
the school toward the use of music of good quality and arrange
ment. The suggested use of instruments that may he learned
in a few months, like the mandolin, recorder, flute, saxo-
phone, or string hass, expands the number of participants
and adds to the fun for all - fun that is nevertheless a
musical experience that may lead to more serious interests
in further study and to keener listening to professional
performances in the concert hall and on the radio.
One of the inevitable extra-curricular activities for
a music teacher is accepting invitations to provide musical
entertainments for the town’s social, benevolent, and patri-
otic organizations. In Chapter II, p* 54, it is stated that
83*3 per cent of the schools accept such invitations. Such
public performances mean extra rehearsing for preparation
and an evening or a Sunday afternoon spent at the performance.
Choice of materials .— The aim of all conscientious
supervisors and teachers of music is to bring to their pupils
the best musical experiences they can and to awaken within
each student a love for music that will forever enrich his
adult life. The choice of what to give the general chorus
and glee clubs to sing and the band and orchestra to play
is a matter of broad-minded consideration. Music can be
over-sentimental, tawdry, and even ugly appealing to the
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to the highest pinnacles of beauty and taike one^s Innermost
being by the hand to reveal the best in human thought and
ideals. The choice should essentially be of such a nature
that one is better morally and spiritually because of the
contact.
In the English curriculum, instructors and textbooks
use only the works of acknowledged great writers to build
up within their pupils an appreciation of the power, beauty,
and appeal of good rhetoric; likewise do music instructors
guide our youth toward the love of good music by bringing
them in contact with the work of the great masters. However,
even as in an English class, a wise teacher does not disdain
to draw the attention of her pupils to a well-written news-
paper article, or an anonymous poem of striking quality;
even so in music does the music guide stand in the midst
of a jungle of music materials, vocal and instrumental,
ranging from the purest classical fugues of Bach and motets
of Palestrina down through Schubert's Unfinished Symphony
to the songs of Stephen Foster and the latest popular ballad
of the hour. Thanks to the prevalence of radio reception
in American homes, contacts with all these types of music
are possible by merely turning a dial. The music teacher’s
problem and opportunity today is to guide her listening
pupils to good programs and to help them understand and
enjoy more fully the music to be broadcast. If a teacher
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o€in procure ahead of time through the radio station or news-
paper adwertisements the names of selections to he played on
symphonic programs, he may make excellent use of serious
radio listening in his classes hy familiarizing his pupils
with themes from the music and stories about the composers.
The task of choosing the best material for the young
people to sing and play themselves is conditioned by four
major factors: (1) the musicianship and good taste of the
teacher, (2) the technical limitations of the pupils in
choral singing and instrumental playing, (3) the equipment
available, and (4) the demands of the school and the com-
munity.
The teacher should be broad-minded enough to recognize
the good points and popular appeal of the latest song hits,
even though his chief interest lies in building up a famil-
iarity with the classic repertoire. The wise teacher is
always presenting various types of music experiences because
1/
of, as John Dewey says: "the questions they raise, the prob-
lems they create, the demands of now Information they
suggest, the activities they make, the larger and expanding
fields into which they continuously open#"
The persistent demands of the last two decades for
choral and Instrumental music well arranged for school




ohorases, orohostras, and bands have resulted in the pub-
lishing of a wealth of pieces that meet the best standards
of music and that can bo purchased singly or in collections.
Music publishers have tried to provide for all stages of
technical skill by offering several arrangements of each
piece. The simplified versions are in most cases artistic
and as faithful to the original as possible. Expert music
editors are becoming increasingly Interested in the school
music problems and are contributing most encouraging and
stimulating music for young performers. The music super-
visor can solve most of his or her problems in applied
music today by consulting with music publishers and taking
advantage of some of their special arrangements. Eever
should a teacher select material far beyond the ability of
her group to perform, for not only will the music be dis-
torted, but the pupils will lack the satisfaction of a well-
rendered performance.
To a great extent the teacher chooses music according
to the Interests of the children and the community. Before
the advent of the radio and the present popularity of the
vlctrola and the Juke-box, our vast country was divided
musically into segregated groups, each developing its own
style of music. Today we are all familiar with various
kinds of American folk music including hill-billy songs
from the Tennessee Mountains, cowboy songs from the Western
prairies, Wegro croons and spirituals from the deep South,
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the lore of Stephen Foster, and the Broadway songs of 1890. !
Today through radio and the motion pictures, America has
become one unified group with its flighty tastes for popular i




Yet our amazing America, saturated with sentimentalism and
I
syncopation, is gathering year hy year in greater numbers
to listen to sublime symphonic and choral programs conducted
by the world’s greatest musicians. More Americans today hum
the melodies of Beethoven, Tschaikowshy, or Rachmaninoff
than ever before in our history. Therefore, such equipment
as the victrola with good recordings and sound films should
be provided in every school music department, so that the
rmslc teacher may guide and Interest the young listeners in
various types of music; but what is more needed according
to the teachers' reports in Table 34, p* 82, is greater in-
terest on the part of the principals and superintendents in
scheduling time allotments for music classes and in providing
sufficient funds to Improve equipment facilities.
The Music Curriculum
The general music course .— According to the reports
submitted by 48 schools and tabulated and discussed on pages
22 and 23 in this study, we find that only in the junlor-
hlgh-sohool grades has the general music course been pro-
moted and then to a degree of including only 45 per cent
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of all the pupils enrolled in the junior-high grades. At
the senior-high-grade level harely 10 per cent are enrolled
in a general music course. This condition is not confined
to the small high schools, hut is in line with a general
1/
trend, apropos of which Dr. Mursell says:
It is very Important to see that general music,
properly iinderstood, involves a positive and not a
negative idea. As actually taught in the form of
a specific secondary school course, it is often
treated as a sort of catch-all, a place in the pro-
gram where people do a little of this and that,
and nothing very well, an opportunity for the non-
specialist. This at once deprives it of driving
force and indeed of educational respectahility:—
—
the proper policy is entirely different. The true
purpose of general music is to pi*omote and foster
in the most comprehensive way possible the over-
all musical growth of the particular group of
people with whom one has to do, without the
limitations which become necessary in the special-
ities. And to repeat, work so conceived and so
organized belongs not only in the secondary school,
but throughout the entire music program from the
very beginning to the veiy end.
The point is not to gather recruits for or-
chestras and choirs or to treat such activities
as the ultimate ends of a musical education. The
point is to do everything possible to stimulate
and evoke the musical responsiveness which exists
in most, if not all, normal human beings.
"Everything possible", of course, covers perfoimance,
listening, and even composing. In performance, neither
expert nor even adequate note reading can be required or
emphasized. The exact learning of the use and meaning of
musical symbols is often a stumbling block to a child *s
1/ James L. Mursell, Education for Musical Growth . Ginn
and Company, Boston, 1946, p. 2657

happy pursTiit of rnusio* Reading drills and the theoretical
aspects of masio, when insisted upon by a teacher, will dis-
courage many pupils who would otherwise react with enthusi-
asm to a non-technical approach to music. On this point
Dr# MarselT^states:
to graph the up €oid down of the pitch, the beginnings
and endings of phrases, and some of the durational
values at first in simple ’home-made* symbolism, and
later on in the notation symbols can be very helpful.
But it is dubious whether one should go much further
in connection with singing alone. And even so the
purpose is not to establish a reading facility but
to point up musical Insight by having the young
singers see what they are trying to do and what they
are experiencing.
Listening to music anytime and anywhere and by way of
sundry means should be encouraged. If radios and victrolas
are not numbered in the school equipment, then outside lis-
tening in the home should be encouraged by announcements of
forthcoming programs on the radio, concerts in neighboring
halls and churches, and musical movies. Boohs, magazine
articles, and newspaper reviews should be read to stimulate
Interest, to direct the listening, and to build up the
musical awareness. Informal verbal reports, comments, and
discussion of listening experiences in retrospect will in-
variably bring out aesthetic as well as technical points
that may excite new interest and prove to be motivation
for subsequent, more specialized study. The lees formalized
1/ Mursell, op #~ cit #, p# 273#
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the listening experience is, the more natural and gratifying
will he the reaction; and to think about the music, to dis-
cuss it, and to hum it over are sure signs of a growing music
awareness that is difficult to measure in quotients hut is
real education.
The conservatory graduate and the professional musician,
rememherlng the studious hours he has spent on the problems
of harmony and counterpoint, often winces at the idea of
unschooled laymen Indulging in music composing without any
1/
knowledge whatsoever of technical procedure; yet Dr. Mursell
states:
The encouragement of composition should most
certainly he an element in a sequential program of
general music at all levels. This can he accomplished
in so many different ways that to reduce it to a
standard procedure is an impossibility.
The act of musical composition is the transla-
tion of feeling into tonal and rhythmic form.
The point always is to stimulate the imagination
and to motivate the attempt. And when children,
or adolescents, or adults actually make the attempt
under proper stimulation, and with some help and
guidance available, they find that musical composi-
tion is incomparably more feasible than it is ordi-
narily supposed to be. To compose authentic music,
which genuinely captures and conveys feeling, does
not demand special talent of a very high order. It
is a perfectly normal expression of musical responsive-
ness, and a powerful influence for developing that
responsiveness. Moreover, it is likely to be a
very engrossing and captivating form of activity.
To compose on one’s own account brings one into
contact with the realities of the art of music in
a peculiarly intimate and vital manner. If a
person is to grasp what music really is, and how
1 / Mursell, op.’ cit . , pp. 277-278
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it expresses and conveys poetic values, there is
nothing like making some of it for himself. So,
urns i cal composition is a potent influence in the
development of musical insight.
In line with these ideas of Dr* Mizrsell, the Music
Educators National Conference offers the following conclu-
1/
sions; in connection with their "Widening Horizons Project"
discussion on March 9, 1944 :
1* The high school program has tended toward over-
specialization. The values that music has for every student
assume greater importance now than ever before. Music teach-
ers should see to it that many kinds of musical experiences
are provided in high school, so that all students shall have
the opportunity to profit by the good that comes through
making music.
2* Specifically, the committee recommends the in-
clusion of courses such as:
(a) the general music course
(b) the non-selectlve course
fc) greater use of the opportunities provided
in school assemblies for participation by
large numbers of students in singing and in
other music activities
(d) a tie-up of music with other studies in
order to enrich those courses and to
reach students not regularly enrolled in
music classes*
^ Hazel Ho!havec, "Senior High School Curriculum," MusicEducators Curriculum Comnittee Reports
, 1945, published by
the Music Educators National Conference, 64 Bast Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, pp* 4-6*
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Hence, It is clearly proven that educational experts
and smslo educators alike recommend the immediate promotion
of general music courses in high schools as a means of furthei'
developing student capacities and interests, greater correla-
tion and integration of learning, and more extensive social-
ization within the schools.
Many superintendents and principals share with music
teachers and supervisors the belief that music is a powerful
force in education, and they go to great pains to schedule
and accommodate music classes; hut their difficulties are
almost insurmountable in the press of established adminis-
trative practices and the intrusion of varied demands for
extra-curricular activities. However, changes in the social
life and attitudes of the general public, the activities of
all the educational societies, and especially the perfection
of radio and music films are all working together toward a
much broader outlook on music education. The question is
now arising whether the general music courses should be
written in on the required rather than on the elective list.
Some educators believe that the arts should always be
on an elective basis in secondary schools, so as to limit
the classes to those only who desire music and thus to mini-
mize disciplinary difficulties. In actual practice, however,
the demands of college entrance requirements often force
many, who would otherwise like very much to take art courses.
;70
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to focus their energy on subjects required for college prep-
aration* If music is put on the required list along with
mathematics, English, and social studies, all students would
have contact with at least the general music course and
would be prepared to pursue music farther in elective music
activities if they so desired.
Dr* Iftirsell o answer to the question of whether any
of the work in music in the secondary school should be re-
quired is: "Yes, in the general music course*" He warns,
however:
The moment any study is required, a crucial
obligation is created. We are saying in effect
that the wort is so Important that no one must be
allowed to miss it. This being so, it is the very
last place in the world where teachers can afford
to coast. Hequlred general music is a great challenge
and a great opportunity. Everything possible should
bo done to make it vital and appealing, and to justify
in deeds its privileged status. The course in general
music in high school should not only be required; it
should also be desired*
The emphasis in general music must be on appreciation
rather than on performance* In every instance, boys and
girls should be led to realize that music is something to
be enjoyed. Their real enjoyment, however, lies not so
much in theoretical lectures instructing them in the struc-
ture of music and its development historically, but rather
in truly pleasurable participation in anctive music experi-
ence* The singing of a Busslan folksong and a Tsohaikowsky
1/ toursell, op* cit^
. p* 301.
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theme will contribute more to a pupil’s conception and love
of musical eloquence than a history lecture on the "1812
Overture", as interesting as the story may be of how the
"1812 Overture" was commissioned by the Czar and under what
spectacular circumstances it was performed. The most ad-
vantageous procedure for conducting a general music course
is the combining of performances, listening, and discussion.
The greater the amount of singing, the deeper the emotional
reaction. Keener discrimination in music appreciation will
develop from active participation sooner than from passive
listening.
Materials for the general music course should include
such music as folk and art songs, excerpts from oratorios
and light operas, thematic material from instrumental com-
positions, as well as selections representing different
composers and musical forms. For audio-visual aids the
school should provide a good victrola with excellent re-
cordings, either owned by the school or easily borrowed,
and a good radio. These instruments should be used in a
quiet, sound-proof room, large enough to accommodate the
class comfortably. An occasional illustrated lecture on
wind and string instruments should be arranged and should
bo followed by a question-box discussion. Guest artists
or music films effectively displaying the use of Instruments
in bands and orchestras, in small ensembles, or as solo in-
struments should provide occasionally a program open to the
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whole school to stir up Interest in Instrument playing.
Motivation through appeal to adolescent interests in and out
of school should he the key to every teaching situation, and
eveiy opportunity to correlate music with other subjects
should he explored. In the hands of sympathetic and imagi-
native teachers the non-singers, with their uneasy and often
unhappy feeling of inferiority, hut also with their normal
appetites for social and emotional satisfactions which music
should supply, can find freedom, healthy excitement, and
intelligent interest in directed listening and general assem-
bly singing of simple hut Inspiring songs.
In conducting a general music course, the teacher should
carefully plan every class meeting as he would an assembly
program. A definite program should he outlined with an eye
to variety, color, and showmanship. Everybody should he
a participant, hut selected and prepared soloists and small
ensembles, chosen from the class if possible and performing
special interludes, would produce a cooperative activity
whereby the mass of the student body would be rescued through
the process of interaction, namely, the appreciation on
the part of the less gifted for those endowed with special
abilities and a desire to contribute. The more extensive
the choice and source of materials the better.
The possibility of unit programs is infinite and can
help immeasurably to acquaint all participants with the
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cultaral backgroama of a single commonity, a state, a nation,
or a continent. In the recent War, the Army and the Wavy
were compelled to improvise a new and permanently valuable
pattern of education to meet the needs of their men who were
to be sent into the far comers of the world to meet and
mingle with many strange races and cultures. The govern-
ment established in many colleges and universities so-
called Area and language Schools for the intensive study
of the speech, history, religion, social organization, folk
ways, fine arts, economics, and geography of every region
where there was any chance that our armed forces might op-
erate. This program is an excellent pattern of humanistic
education that the general music course might in a measure
imitate.
Music Booms
Present conditions.— The second largest constructive
—V
suggestion offered by the teachers for the improvement of
the music department in the small schools is "better room
facilities." Eveiywhere are expensively constructed, fairly
new school buildings in which the provisions for music
classes are wholly lacking or are most unsatisfactory.
Auditoriums or ordinary classrooms have to be used for re-
hearsals and music classes without regard for convenience,
interference with other classes, acoustics, or health.
1/ See Cliapter II, Table 34, p. 82.
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Sometimes spacious and convenient rooms used by the
music department have glaring faults; such as inadequate
sound-proofing, which is a great trial to other teachers
in the building, and resilient walls and ceilings that pro-
duce troublesome echoes. Many auditoriums are designed for
beauty, but have poor acoustics for music, and very often
their stage is faulty, or inadequate in size. Gymnasiums
which are designed to serve also as auditoriums are usually
very faulty in acoustic properties.
Solution .— Such trials can be overcome only by the
building of new schools. When, therefore, new buildings
are being planned, much more attention should be given to
the music department's needs, and especially arranged rooms
should be built for the use of the music classes. The archi-
tects should specify sound-proof walls, yet plenty of light
and ventilation. There should be ample room for the or-
chestra, band, or any glee club to be seated properly and
comfortably. The texture of the walls and ceiling should
be echo-proof, but not deadening to the tone of voices or
instruments. If one room only can be spared and specially
prepared as a music room, it should be shaped to entertain
a sizable general music class, who will listen to recordings,
or observe music films, or sing themselves.
Besides the actual classrooms, suitable closet-room
should be provided for the safe storage of recording ma-
chines, film projectors, musical instruments owned by the
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school or pupils, and music stands. Either a closet with
proper shelves or a specially designed cabinet should he
available for the catalogued storage of all the music-choral,
orchestral, and band.
Community Activities
Public performances .— For the music department of a
school to contribute toward community activities is an added
opportunity to provide valuable experiences for its pupils
in planning, preparation, and cooperation. Repeated appear-
ances before adult audiences help to train young performers
in self-discipline, concentration, and graoiousness regardless
of how amateurish or professional the standard of performance
may be. Poise and self-confidence are acquired by most of
us only through practice in appearing and performing before
others, whether we formally address an audience or sing,
play, or dance before them. Within the school walls, assem-
blies, club meetings, public-speaking contests, plays, and
operettas offer excellent opportunities for experience; but
to step out into strange halls and to face an oftentimes less
sympathetic and responsive audience is to step out into
actual life situations. When such community agents as
patriotic organizations, community festivals, recreational
associations, welfare societies, churches, scout organiza-
tions, and clubs cooperate with the music groups of the
school, the educational experiences thus offered the music
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pupils are amplified a hundred fold over what the schools
alone can offer*
Adult music activities*— In 1945, the committee on
the "Oo-ordination of Community Agencies and Public Rela-
tions”, of the Music Educators Rational Conference, stated
1/
in its report;
If music education is to fulfill its function,
it must supply opportunity and means for the high-
school graduate to sing and play after graduation.
School music teachers and directors should assume
leadership in co-ordinating the music organizations
and activities in the community* Civic music groups
should keep pace with school groups, and music ed-
ucators should aid in this co-operation. Boards
of education and school administrators should make
available music rooms in school buildings for
civic groups, including summer bands, civic orches-
tras and choruses* There should be an available
organization for every high-school graduate who
wishes to continue his music experiences*
In spite of the fact that, according to Table 21, on
page 57, only 16*5 per cent of the 48 communities repre-
sented in this study offered community chorus opportunities
for high school students, it was pointed out that in Mass-
achusetts and Connecticut, 35 per cent of the schools were
located near larger towns and cities that offered better
opportunities for community music organizations* In these
neighboring centers the small high school students from the
%J !3azel kohavec. Music Educators Curriculum Committee
Reports
,
published by ibe Music Educators Rational Confer-
ence
,
64 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois, p* 55.

outlying countrysides were welcomed. The same situation
holds true for singers and instrumentalists who wish to
continue their choral, hand, and orchestral activities after
graduation. If the children through motivation in the gen-
eral music course could he inspired to study Instruments,
then instrumental teachers would he encouraged to resume
classes and to assist in forming more hands and orchestras
in the smaller communities.
The Music Problem in Very Rural Areas
A practical suggestion to improve further the secondary-
school music curriculum in school systems less favorably
situated than those covered in this study .— The forty-
eight small high schools of Massachusetts and Connecticut
do not seem to suffer from a lack of properly trained music
teachers. A reference to Table 31, p. 79, reveals that 60
per cent of the music supervisors and teachers hold degrees
or diplomas and have thereby completed a formal training
course. In some states, small high schools are located too
far from larger cities or toTms to warrant close supervision,
and their restricted operating funds create a problem for
music education. Administrators in these rural sections
are not unaware of music activities in the schools in larger
communities, but they have been so pressed to advance the
worthy causes of public health, physical education, and the
science of agriculture and home economics, as necessities of
;..tx
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the first rank, that masic and art, whenever considered as
l|
possible elective courses, have been "laid on the table" as i
I
dispensable for the present. Only when a musical-ainded !
superintendent or principal has proposed or, by his enthusiasmi|
h
I
and energy, promoted the organization of singing and playing
groups, has any vestige of music study appeared in many sec-
ondary schools located in very rural sections. In such
schools the music teaching is carried on by a teacher of
academic subjects. This teacher, who probably loves music
and has studied it privately, is interested enough to give
extra time and effort toward one or two music projects in
the school with no extra remuneration.
Music education finds its most important field, of
course, in the elementary grades. Here the fundamental
rhythms and the reading of notes are taught. Whenever possi-
ble, music supervisors visit weekly with the grade teachers
to lay out lesson plans for the teacher’s daily music activ-
ities and to guide her in the preparation of special pro-
grams. In areas like Massachusetts and Connecticut, the
towns are not so small nor so isolated that close music
supervision is Impossible, but in very rural areas found in
parts of Maine, for instance, the problem is far different.
1/
Miss Ruth (Jrifflths studied this problem as it appeared in
Ruth Griffiths, "Music Instruction and Supervision in
"ttie Public Schools in the State of Maine", Master’s Thesis,
Graduate School, Boston University, 1938.
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the state of Maine. She descrihes the situation existing in
agricultural states similar to Maine, lew Hampshire, and
Vermont, where there are comparatively few cities, but vast
tracts of forest and farm Ismds dotted with little villages.
Each village provides eight grades of elementary schooling,
and the superintendents have to look after as many as seven
to nine villages. Unless a group of villages is reasonably
near a large town or city, the hiring of supervisors for
special studies like music is out of the question for two
major reasons: first, the problem of territorial distances
that would have to be covered regularly by a supervisor; and
second, the expense of salaries and transportation. Conse-
quently, most of the study of music in such rural areas is
carried on by the Individual grade teacher with little or no
professional suggestions to guide her.
Miss Grriffiths* solution for this dilemma 1s to furnish
the prospective teacher in the normal school course a well-
defined training in music, so that the normal school graduate
will feel confident and be efficient in her music teaching
even without much supervision. Then the good music training
for the children in the grades will create a popular demand
for the extension upward of music study through the high-
school grades. Then, too ,will follow, in consequence, the
necessary administrative and financial provisions for the
expanding program.
*f2 af * - "‘t £-m .iL t*.-."
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Miss Griffiths outlines a four-year course in music




their other necessary teacher-training and would prepare them
not only for elementary-grade music teaching but, in a great
j
measure, for the upper grades, too; for her plan in the
third and fourth years includes the techniques of conducting,
the organization of instrumental and choral clubs, and con-
tact experience with wind and string instruments* In this
I
way, graduates of normal schools or teachers* colleges would
have acquired comparatively inexpensive training not only
in academic subjects but also in music, and woxild step into
i their positions ready to develop the music programs in their
schools at a miniimun expense to the towns.
Recommendations from the Music Educators national Con-
ference*— Ten years later, in 1945, the Curriculum Com-
mittee of the Music Educators Rational Conference reported
!
on the rural school music curriculum and made the following
suggestions;
i
(1)* If music is to enter the rural school
1 picture permanently, it must come on the basis of
j
a continuing classroom subject, just as it has in
!
the urban school. The difficulty with rural school
music is that it has been developed, more or less,
in Isolated spots and sections and not on the basis
or the over-all picture of the rural school probleip.
i
i/ ifcazel Rohaveo, Music Educators Curriculum Committee
Reports
,
published by the Music Educators Rational Conference,
64 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois, pp. 15-16.
I
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(2) If music Is ever to have a permanent place
in the rural school curriculum, it must he placed on
the same basis as in the urban set-up, with a central-
ized music supervisor or director* If state or county
supervision is set up in rural areas, care should be
taken that the music supervisors be experienced indi-
viduals with a vital interest in rural people and
rural work, and sincerely desirous of building up
music in rural communities*
(3) More and better equipment and suitable teach-
ing material must be provided.
(4) That training schools and extension depart-
ments of state institutions and state departments of
education, especially in thinly populated rural areas,
cein give great assistance to the rural school music
program through brief bulletins, news letters includ-
ing ideas on music projects in similar schools, lists
of usable music materials, and really practical teachers
institute programs.
(5) Since many one-and two-teacher schools still
do not have pianos, the committee suggests the tremen-
dous importance of the use and teaching of the smaller
melody and rhythmic instruments in teacher-training
classes (marimba, bells, xylophones, psaltery, auto-
harp, and various folk rhythm instruments). These
provide an inexpensive means for the teacher to achieve
a certain independence with her music program, at the
same time provide musical color and interest for the
pupils, thus leading them to unify creatively the
music with their other school experiences.
(6) It is important for school educators to
emphasize constantly among school authorities and
in legislative circles the importance of; (a) better
financial support to rural schools to make it possible
for rural children to have the same musical experiences
urban children enjoy in school; (b) higher standards
in the certification of rural teachers to make sure
they will have at least a minimum of musical training.
i.
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Ho. Hame of City or Town State Popula- School




(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
1 Chester Chester Connecticut 1676 59
2 Pembroke Pembroke Massachusetts 1718 85
3 Hathan Hale Bast Haddam Connecticut 2217 95
and Hay
4 Hamilton Hamilton Massachusetts 2037 104
5 Horton Horton Massachusetts 3107 108
6 Minis Con-
solidated
Minis Massachusetts 2278 112
7 Medfield Medfield Massachusetts 4384 113
8 Dalton Dalton Massachusetts 4206 120
9 Kingston Kingston Massachusetts 2783 129
10 Hanover Hanover Massachusetts 2875 144
11 Ho ckpo rt Ho ckpo rt Massachusetts 3556 144
12 Medway Medway Massachusetts SSSJl 157
13 Williamstown Williamstown Massachusetts 4294 162
14 Hand High
Madison
Madison Connecticut 2245 167
15 Guilford Guilford Connecticut 3544 172
16 Hidgefield
Central
Ridgefield Connecticut 3900 173
17 Tourtelotte
Memorial
Thompson Connecticut 5577 175
18 Weston Weston Massachusetts 3590 192
19 Portland Portland Connecticut 4321 203
20 Westboro Westboro Massachusetts 6463 205
21 Westwood Westwood Massachusetts 3376 205
22 Blackstone Blackstone Massachusetts 4566 209
23 Scituate Scituate Massachusetts 4130 225
24 John Simpkins Bass Hiver Massachusetts 2286 249
26 Ware Ware Massachusetts 4130 225
26 David Prouty Spencer Massachusetts 6641 209
1/ Sixteeniii Census of the United States, 1940, Volxune I,
£/ Furnished by the teachers on the check-list. See Appendix B,
p* B 1.
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Ho. Hame of City or Town State Popula- School




(1) (2) (3) (41 (5)
27 Canton Canton Massachusetts 6381 271
28 Emerson Maynard Massachusetts 6812 293
29 Lighton Dighton Massachusetts 2983 295
30 Dracut Dracut Massachusetts 7339 307
31 Putnam Putnam Connecticut 8692 311
32 Johnson High north Andover Massachusetts 7524 330
33 Ludlow Ludlow Massachusetts 8181 364
Subtotal 144566
IDMTIPICATIOH OP SCHOOLS (concluaed)
6-3-3






36 Hew Canaan Hew Canaaua Connecticut 6221 200
37 Major Beal Shrewsbury Massachusetts 7586 267







40 Pratt Connecticut 2859 121
41 Wayland Wayland Massachusetts 3505 193
42 Tewksbury Tewksbury Massachusetts 6261 198
43 Mansfield Mansfield Massachusetts 6530 209
44 Somerset Somerset Massachusetts 3873 274
45 Aims Academy Shelburne Massachusetts 1636 280
46 Joseph Case Swansea Massachusetts 1684 294
47 Grlastonbury Grlastonbury Connecticut 6632 313





Average Population of Townships: 4649
Average School Enrollment ; 206
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Name of city or town State
Approximate population of the town
Please Indicate hy a check mark the organization of the
school system.
( ) 0-4 ( ) 6-3-3 ( ) 6-6 Other
^Enrollment of the school, June, 1947, hy grades In your
school:





*Please Indicate only those grades which are a part of
your school.
I. Curriculum
A. Have you a general music course made up largely of
directed listening experiences, general singing, and
appropriate study of musical history that all together
rounds out a course In music experiences ?
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2. Problems of the course
a. If you do not have a general music course as
described in question A,
fl) Are you considering instituting such a
general music course ? Circle; Yes Bo
If so, approximately when ? Year
(2) If the answer to (1) is "Bo”, are some of
the following obstacles ? Please check;
( ) fa) The audio-aids (good recordings, a
victrola, and radio) and field trips
(to concerts, radio stations, organ
factories, etc*) would involve too
many difficulties*
( ) (b) Beither the school’s organized music
groups nor the community’s groups wotild
be sufficiently expert or have sufficient




( ) (c) The lack of time at the disposal of the
masic Instructor.
(d) Other obstacles; (Please specify)
(3) As an educator, please list whatever values
you feel are contained in such a course;
b. Do you integrate music with other subjects ?
(1) Formally ? Circle; Yes ITo
(2) Informally ? Circle; Yes Bo
(3) If your answer to questions (1) or (2) is "Yes",
please explain;
B. Have you a general mixed chorus ? Circle; Yes Bo
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2. Problems of the oourse
a« If the answer to question B is ”Bo",
(1) what are the obstacles to this general
experience in applied music ? Please check:
f ) (a) Lack of time on part of the instructor
( ) (b) Lack of time on part of the pupils
( ) (c) Lack of a spacious meeting room
( ) (d) insufficient budgetary appropriations
( ) (e) non-recognition of music academically
(toward diploma)
(f) disciplinary difficulties due to:
( ) (IM lack of equipment
( ) (2*) lack of trained personnel
( ) (3M lack of supervisory assistants
during the period
( ) (4*) unsatisfactory physical facilities
for meetings
(2) Would you consider a general course worthwhile
if it could bo arranged in your school ?
Circle: Yes Uo
0* Do you offer special classes in History and Appreciation
of Music ? Circle: Yes Ho
If the answer to Question C is "Yes", what is the maximum
credit allowed toward graduation ?
D. Do you offer classes in Harmony ? Circle: Yes Ho
If the answer to Question D is "Yes", what is the maximam
credit allowed toward graduation ?
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p* Wlaat is the total imisio credit accepted towards the high
school diploma ?
II. Masio Clubs
A. Status of the Vocal Clubs
JTtlSer
Girls* Boys* Mixed Groupings
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Grirls* Boys* Mixed Grotiplngs


























2. Grades eligible 7 8 9 7 8 9
(Please circle) 10 11 12 10 11 12
3* dumber of meetings
per week
4. Duration of an
average meeting
in minutes
5. Time of meeting
(Please circle)








7. Dumber of school-owned
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If the answer to Item 7 imder Instromental Clubs
j
is "zero" or "none", would some of the reasons
for the situation be the following ? Please
check:
( ) a* Lack of budgetary allotment for the
buying of instruments.
f ) b. Unfortunate experiences in loaning
school properties that forced the
discontinuance of the practice.
c. Further reasons:
2# If the answer to Item 7 Under Instrumental Clubs
is "zero" or "none", would you consider it ex-
pedient for your school to undertake to furnish
some instruments to encourage more instrumental
playing ? Circle: Yes Uo
III. Performances
A. School Activities
1. Do you hold music assemblies ? Circle: Yes Uo
If the answer to 1 is "Yes", please state approxi"
mately how many throughout the year.
2. Do musical groups assist at other assemblies or
Parent-Teacher meetings ? Circle: Yes Uo
3. Do you put on operettas ? Circle: Yes Uo
( ) a. Annually
( ) b. Every other year
( ( ) c • Seldom
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4. Do you put on school concerts ? Circle; Yea ITo |i
( ) a. Annually
|
f ) h* Twice a year
f ) c. Three or more times a year
j
f ) d. Every Other year
( ) e. Seldom
I
I
5* Do you hold music festivals in collaboration
with or in competition with other neighboring
schools ? Circle; Yes Ho
f ) a* Annually
( ) b. Every other year
fie. Seldom
6* Do you enter xmits in the school music festivals?
Please check;
( ) a. Eegularly
( ) b. Occasionally
( ) c. never
Contributions toward community activities
!• Do your community’s social, benevolent, and
patriotic organizations show interest in the
school music clubs by inviting the school groups
to perform outside the school before adult audi-
ences ?
a. Circle; Yes Ho
b. Circle; Often Seldom
2« Do the school music groups ever perform on the
radio ?
a* Circle; Yes Ho
b. Circle; Often Seldom
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3* If your answer to la or 2a or both is "Yes",
a* Do the school administrators look with
favor on the public performances ?
Circle: Yes Ho
b* Does the music supervisor or instructor
consider pupil participation in community
programs an advantageous activity ?
Circle: Yes Ho '
1
I
c* Do the pupils cooperate wholeheartedly in !
the public performances ? Circle: Yes Ho
|
4* Does the music instructor promote and administer
|
the following community music activities ?
Please check:
( ) a. Municipal band
( ) b* Municipal orchestra
f ) c* Municipal chorus
d* Please specify other municipal music
activities, if any.
5. Do the school pupils combine with adult musicians
to form the following community music groups ?
Please check:
( ) a. Community band
( ) b. Community orchestra
( ) c. Community chorus
6. Are the school buildings and the music equipment
placed at the disposal of the community music
groups ? Circle: Yes Ho
7. If your answer to questions 4 or 5 is not checked
does it mean that there is organized community
music group in town ? Circle: Yes Ho
,
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8. If your answer to question 7 is "Ho", do you
think that this lack of eonmninity music is due
to any of the following reasons ? Please check;
( ) a. General lack of leadership to stir up
interest.
( ) h. Lack of a co-ordinated community activ-
ities program that should include music. I
i
( ) c. Lack of instrumental teachers.
I
( ) d. The proximity of larger towns and cities
j
that offer better opportunities for il
municipal singing and playing.
I[
( ) e. Other reasons. (Please mention) :
Physical Conditions
A. Music room
1. Does the school provide an auditorinm or
special room in which music can he taught un-
interruptedly ? Circle; Yes ITo
2. Is the music room a makeshift arrangement not
well adapted for music ? Circle; Yes Do
3. If the answers on 1 and 2 Indicate adverse
teaching conditions, are these conditions
owing to ; (Please check) ;
( ) a* Do provision made for the accommodation
of music classes when the building was
built.
( ) b. Too large enrollment for present
facilities.
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( ) c* Too little oonslderation of music in
schedule planning.
d. Other reasons. (Please specifjr).
4.
Poes the school provide cabinets or closet
room for the protective storing of music and
instruments ? Circle: Yes Ho
B. Audio-visual aids
1. Does the music room contain a piano ?
Circle; Yes Ho
a. Circle: Gk)od Poor
b. Hegularyly tuned? Circle; Yes Ho
2# Does the music room contain a blackboard for
illustrating ? Circle: Yes Ho
3. Does the school own a victrola for the study
of recorded music ? Circle: Yes Ho
4. Does the school own or have access to good
recordings ? Circle: Yes Ho
5. Does the school own or have access to equipment
for making their own recordings ? Circle: Yes Ho
6* Does the school own a radio that can be put
to use for music study purposes ?
Circle: Yes Ho
7. Does the school make use of sound films on
music subjects ? Circle; Yes Ho
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C* Library facilities
1* On various phases of music does the school
library contain: (Please specify)
( ) a* Ho books
( ) b* A few reference books
( ) c* Many reference books
2* Are these books used by teachers and pupils In
reference assignments ? Please check;
( ) a. Seldom
( ) b. Occasionally
f ) 0 . Often
D* Financial provisions
1. Is there an annual budgetary provision for the
purchase of music and music materials ?
Circle; Yes Ho
If so, please state the amount,
2 » If the answer to 1 Is "Ho", how Is the cost
of music and other materials appropriate to
the study of music met ? Please check ;
( ) a. By special grants on request from other
fund sources.
( ) b. By benefit public performances such as;
concerts, operettas, etc,
( ) 0 , Other explanations; (Please specify)
3, Do you consider the present financial admlnls
tratlon of the music department, outside of
salaries, a detriment to the advancement of
music education ? Circle; Yes Ho
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1* TTumber of music instructors. Please specify:
2# Please indicate by a check mark whether the
instructor is:
( ) a. Pull-time
f ) b. Traveling
3* If the music instructor is a full-time faculty
member who teaches other subjects besides music,
please state below:
a* Dumber of periods devoted to music
b. Other subjects taught
B. Qnalifications
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VI. general suggestions for the Improvement of the music
education activities in the smaller high schools. It
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